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011 ,1a. RE COMPLAINING
Chicago, March 19.—The Chicago
Fedetatacrn of Libor has declared war
oil the Chicago -Undertakers' Asso-
ciation, breaching that body as "a
trustifbi the work order." The open
declaration of hostilities was made
at yesterday's meeting of the Cen-
tral Labor body.)•-itfOr a lengthy
discussion of the dabject, these con-
clusions were arrived at by the dele-
gates to the meeting:
"Ng anion man shall purchase a
non-initen easket, or assist in pay-
ing for a non-union casket, for a
'Member of his family or a friend.
Pall-Bearers.
"N4 union man shall act as pall-
bearer at a funeral -where a tionzunion
casket is used:
"When the services of an under-
taker are needed by a friend of a
unionist to tell the members of the
bereaved family how to secure a
union casket.
"An investigation of the methods
ef acting and prices charge4 by the
members of the Chicago Undertak-
ers" Association shall be made at
once and ways and means of sup-
pressing the trust found."
The subject came up at the meet-
ing when a communication from the
Woodworkers' union was read which
contained a complaint because of the
supposed discrimination of the Os-
dertakers against union made caskets.
High Prices.
A price list was attached showing
that when anion caskets ranged in
price from $5 to $4o undertakers, ac-
cording to th: same information,
charge anywhere from $5o to boo
for the same casket. No reason why
the undertakers discriminated against
the union men was set forth, but it
was hinted that it was because the
workers had suggested a union of





Herr Johann Most Victim Of
Erysipelas.
Cincinnati, Ohio, March 19.—Herr
Jr5hann Most, the anarchist, died in
this city of erysipelas.
Herr Most came to this eiti on
a:id has been the guest of Adolph
Klaus, of Cutter street. He was to
have delivered a lecture in Chicago
on Weeinesday night, but on account
of an attack of erysipelas he was
obliged to caekel his engagement, al-
though the attack was not regarded
as serious. Up to a few hours be-
fore his death his physician expressed
confidence that his patient would
soon recover.
Herr Most was delirious much of
the time during his last few days,
suffering greaty, but occasionally re-
eating Ports of his most famous
specches,using the German language,
with which he was naturally most
familiar.eltfpg the !pier part of
last night was )unconstious, but
during the morning he regained con-
s.. ousness for ft , and at
g o'clock seemed *I ore cheer-
ful and apparently mr suffering lit-
tle pain. Later he again became un-
constious and gradually his strength
left
MAYOR OF TOKIO
GREATLY PLEASED AN IM-
MENSE AUDIENCE AT THE
KENTUCKY LAST NIGHT.
"The Mayor of Tokio" Is An Up-to-
the-minute Show in Every
Respect.
Richard Carle with a magnificent
support presented the play to a large
house at The Kentucky last night.
Everything was bright, fresh and
pleasing, and the appreciation of the
audience was such that Mr. Carle and
I is principals were compelled to work
overtime. There was not a dull
moment during the entire perform-
ance
The Saltillo is due today out of
lice Tennesseee river for St. Louis.
Georgia Lee leaves Cincinnati to-
day for Memphis and gets here next
Friday on her way down.
The City of Satanah yesterday
nierning passed up the Tennessee
up the Tenessee river on getting by
fioni St. Louis.
EAST TENNESSEE COMPANY
INSISTS ON "HOLD UP"
City and Telephone People Will Have
a Bitter Fight in the Courts. —
It seems that .the East Tennessee
Telephone company has refused to
take advantage of the last opportun-
ity extended it to settle the litigation
the concern forced the city to insti-
tute against alternative by
the private corporation was evidenced
yesterday, Shortly after noon at the
conference held ibetween company
lawyers and mandger by the joint
telephone committee from the muni-
cipal legislative boards. The com-
party refusing to take advanta_ge of
TiW elfaliee To Bring things to a Close,
the city will now see what is to be
done towards vigorously prosecuting
the suit instituted against the com-
pany , to oust it from doing business
here in Paducah, because they refuse
to take a public franchise from the
municipality.
Yesterday at the conference held
between public telephone committee,
and the telephone company officials,
the latter agreed to buy a franchise
from the municipal government., if
provision was made in the grant ern-
powering the company to adopt as
its maximum limit of prices for tele-
phone servite, $3 for the residence
connection and $6 foe the business
service. The committee refused to
consider this proposition, and the
company will now have to take in
the courts its chances of being per-
Milted to continue doing :businese
here.
At present the company claims it
has about 2.800 telephones, and is
charging $1.5o per month for resi-
dence service and $4' for business
houses each month. The city tele-
phone committee from the municipal
_frogrds has at former conferences,
tgegreed to let the compahy, When it
has 3,000 'phones, commence raising
residence rates 25 cents for every
additional thousand, and the bminess
rates so cents for every additional
thousand, until they get as high as
$2.50 for residences. and $5 for busi-
ness service, but the telephone peo-
ple would not accept this. The city
then resumed its litigation against
the company, and the latter, accord-
ing to its tactics, got Mayor Yeiser
to ask the public hoards for another
conferetKe something-
may probably he done towards settle-
ment of the long-drawn-out dissen-
sion. The hoards did this by order-
ing the telephone committee to again
take up the matter, but the telephon,:
people show they still want to gouge
the public in rates by desiring that
$3 for residences and $6 for business
houses, be placed as the matimum
charge, if they buy a franchise. The
committer will stand for nothing
higher than $2.50 for residence and
is for business 'phones, and so in-
formed the company's representatives
yesterday. Chancy, Wheeler, lawyer
for the telephone company yesterday
said in the conference that the East
Tennessee people would pull up and
quit business before they would limit
their charges in a franchise to $2.50
and $5. The committee did not at-
tempt to argue with him to desist
from that course, because if they
want to quit, nobody would care.
Now the telephone committee will
report to the aldermen Thursday
nigh.t that the telephone company re-
fuses th. do anything equitable, while
today it is probable the judiciary
committee of the public bodies, will
hold their meeting to take up' the
question of employing additional
VARIETY OF WEATHER
NOT OFTEN EQUALLED
Rairk; Snow, Wind in Different rts
the Ohio and Mississippi
Louisville, -Malt .-inaii*go—Woho
weather bureau tgAlly reported. a va-
riety of weather ml rjodY'leetibni
oi the United Sapites,4 '.4obith 'has not
been equalled foil', le...ie.:A storm
which developed ibyegetket Vest gulf
coast Saturday Otovea








coming- thereniorti r /Pitted be-ts, 4 r.
ate *now
low zero. ,4.
. There is sleet a
in Indianapolis' and , and in
Louisville there was steely drizzle
trom clouds whieja j'airca4 _cbe dark-
ness of night over -,elte city' during.






THREE INCHES OF RAIN
IN EIGHTEEN HOURS.
Atlanta, Ga., March Tia—The local,
weather bureau reports 3.18 inches of
rain within the last- eighteen hours
and the rain is Still falling. Four
and a quarter inches" are reported
from Bimingham, four inches at
Newman, Ga., and y.8,3 inches at
Oakdale Station, -*here observations
are made on the Stage water in
the Chattahoochee -river. ' The Chat-
tahoochee is rising. inpidy and warn-
ings arc being 'serif .out by the
weather bureau to all 'points down
thc river.
EIGHT INCHES ClF "SNOW
AT DAYTON, OHIO.
Dayton, 0, March .192—Snow to
die depth of eight 'irichette on the level
has fallen since last night at mid-
night and traffic of all kinds through-
out the Miami valley is demoralized.
Street car and intedactrban service 4
being badly crippled. and the steam
railroads are operating under the
greatest difficulties--ever experienced
in this valley. A &heeling rain has










LIFE. LABOR FEDERATIONWill Return $148,000 Contributaed
to G. O. P.
says that at a conference Saturday;it was h agreed that the trustees of t
New York, March lg.-71i; World Against the Dance Halls
• and Also Saloon./
al e Ineiilbel3 411 tile ani:Iilee eUliiI.Ail- 1tee would reliburse the company 'DEN OUNED SALOON1148.000 contributed by the companyto the Republican presidential cam-paign. This is the total political con-ttibutions made by the company.Each trustee will o ' t .s ownirivtn ifundttoint el ent. 
11 I. Fl 
ar rea• . theprecedented fall .of • snow in a slit
Cane today has disarranged the sched-
ules of the street and inteturbaqatar.
vise. Six inches of snow fell be-









Birmingham, Ala., March 19.—A
special to 'the News from Jackson,
Miss., says that railroad traffic has
bcen paralyzed for the past eighteen
,. Laura as a result of heavy rains.
:Many trains are from five to ten
bolus late, while others have been
'
aliened.
The main line of the Illinois Cen-
tral south of here .is tied up with
4riumerable waihouts. and an effort
ie being made to send trains to New
Grleans via. Harristori, but that line
is Also blocked and there is no cer-
tainty that trains will get through.
'Teaffic has been suspended on theI
i frpdit 4 to Gulfport 
and Ship Is-
land 
:entire I e alAbe
and t aricilit hes are alsol
ted up with washouts. The worst
tiouble is south of Hattiesburg. The
!Alabama A Vicksburg road is open,
but ttAins pre, running late. Five
;inches of !alit fell in 24 hours end-
ing at 7 a. m., today, the fall being,
iikfc heaviest since rem
OF SNOW
AT ILLINOIS TOWN.
atur, 111, March tg.—Twelve
s of snow fell last night. The
is the worst here in thirty
NI141E INCHES OF
SNOW IN ST. LOUIS.
St. Louis, March to.— A heavy
toow storm which began last night
:r
riously inconvenienced traffic of all
inds today. At go o'clock this morn-
g the fall of, snow measured nine
!inches and it was then snowing hard.
original plan to hold the estattJohn A. McCall responsible fortrthe.
contributions haring been abandon-
WRONG  IDEA
NO ASSISTANCE HAS BEEN
GRANTED PEOPLE OF COUN-
T'( BY CLUB.
Yeste,clay morning at the nreetingof the Cleiriey V.ub. al The Palmer,Miss Connie Gpiery.--rdsloned. herpositiott rae seer:tat-7 foe the organ-
litaying . labored • loiig
enisagt i-ti\lielning the poor to desire
to tie 'relieved of further service.
Spine/ other will bc choseh to succeedher.
: The Charity club decided Yesterday
that hereafter they not assist any
more people outside the city'
but they must have received from an
erroneous source information leading
to this determination as Judge Light-
foot states the club never has looked
after the county poor, which he has
done himself out of the county funds.
In remarking upon the work he said
he gave the Charity club room free
at the county courthouse, then out
of county funds paid Mr. James
'Gray a monthly salary to help the
ladies look into the applications of
poor here in -the city for help in oe-
der to ascertain if the requests came
from deserving parties. Besislea this
he says he has • salt leaked after
I districts and
'oat of the
the poor in t
paid for the
county funds, t path* on
the money the club witis, fur.city purposes. On top' of this he
grantid the club $too pe nronfh from
ve:th theia i wor iiisisfe town.
the ceitintT. 114re-to help them
Miss Grundy stated 'yesterday that
it was a mistake, the information on
which the club rqembers based their
refusal to help county people. as this
has never been done at all, they hav-
ing ail they could do to look after
those needing 'assistance here inside
the city.
legal help to assist the-city solicitor
in pushing the suits tiliat • have as
object the ousting of the telephone
company from this city.
One city official yesterday said the
public boards had been mare than or-
dinarily lenient with the East Ten-
nessee telephone company, but that
mils- tactics on their part had come
to are end, and they would no longer
be tolisepted, but things would be
pushed until they arc brought to their
senses. His- {continued that they
would procure the best lawyers possi-
ble and show through he courts that
the telephone company had to obey
municipal laws . just like every other
concern.
The telephone company yester-
day during the conference said thcy
were preparing to raise their resi-
dence rates right away from $1.5o
per month to $2.
lammomm•••••01
A NEW RULE
U. S. PRISONERS MAY BE CON-
FINED IN THEIR HOME
JAIL.
Allie Whitworth Availed Himself of
the Privlege and Is Now at
Hardinsburg.
Judge Walter Evans, of the United
States district court, has sanctioned
a new method of dealing with United
States prisoners, says the Owens-
boro Inquirer. He now permits
those who have been sertenced to
time in a county jail for offenses
against the revenue laws to servle
their time out in their home county
jail if they prefer and if they defray
the expenses of themselves aril of
the marshal in charge pf the place
where they have to be incarcerated.
The las to make such choice as
Allie Whitworth, charged with sel-
ling liquor withont license. He
wished to be imprisoned at Hardins-
burg and Marshal Bennett tokk him
on Friday from Louisville where be
was tried an dconvicted.
TAX RATE IS RAISED
FROM $1.60 TO $1.65
Manager Bleeker Wants to Extend His
Tracks and Will Ask for Franchise
As anticipated the council at last
nights meeting changed the rate of
ytaxes tor this year, raising it
from $1.6o cents per -too as provided
fir in the original ordinance to $1.65
per $loo worth of taxable property.
Messrs. Mc4Brom, Duvall, Hill awl
Meyer voted against changing the
rate to $1.65, but the other six conn-
cimen present favored it, and this
carried. There were two absentees,
Irlerstogland Katterfohn:-Thoxe want:
ing the increase of five cents to the
original figure, explained that they
had investigated the question more
fully, made new calculations, and
found it would take al the revenue
the $1.65 rate could raise to defray
current expenses for this year. The
initial reading for the $1.65 ordinance
as given at the regular meeting last
evening, while right after adjourn-
tent the mayor called the board in-
extra session so seed-lid passage
amid be given. He then informed
the hoard' that he would call all the
the special sessions necessary to give
final passage during the month of
March, else the tax rate for this year
remains the same as last, -1.85.
By the two passages last evening,
there is left for the aldermen to
adopt it twice, one of which will be
at Thursday nights regular gathering
of that body, while probabilities ar.
that the same night on adjournment
per board the mayor will do like he
did for the council, call immettately
a special meeting, to give final adop-
ttion. The bill then goes to him for
hit signature, and becomes a law.
During last night's session General
Manager John S. Bleeckeri of the
street railway company, put in a Com-
munication to the board stating that
he to extend his car system
by covering aditional streets in the
city, theeKere wanteal a city franchise
to lay- rails on the "thoroughfares in
question, which are Tennessee, from
Eighth to Ninth, Eighth from Ten-
nessee to Clark, Ninth from Clark to
Broadway, Fifth from Madill= to
Trimble, Trimble from Fifth to Sixth
Te fnth ienkTriltItele.to..Burnett, Bur-
nett, from Tenth to Twelfth, and
Broadway from a point between
Fifth and Sixth, to Fourth and
Broadway.
On his request being taken up :t
was referred to the ordinance com-
mittee to bring in an ordinance di-
recting the company be sold a pub-
lick franchise, empowering these ad-
ditional tracks.•
The Padicah Traveling Men's club
asked the city to grant it the usual
privileges ea-cording carnivals for
their festivt next fall during Sep-
tember. As the labor bodies of the
city expect to give similar entertain-
ment next fall and the city boards
do not desite anything done for
either body that will conflict with
the othathe matter of granting l!c-
ense and other public concessions to
the traveling men for their festival
was referred to the license commit-
tee.
The council concurred in the board
of work's recommendation that the
alley from Meyers to Rarley street
in Mechanicsburg be improved at
cost of the abutting property owners,
(Continued on Page Eight.)
•
POOR MAN'S REFUGE.
Declaration That Fireside or Lodge
Best Place for Workingmen.
OPPOSED TO THE EVILS
OF THE DANCE HALL.
Chicago, Ill., March le.—"The
home and the union hall and not the
salon are the legitimate clubhouses
of the union man, and the cause of
trades unionism can be advanced by
gtiz.zliog beer either before or after
i o'clock in the morning," is the
declaration that has gout forth .from
the Chicago Federation of Labor, and
ile:'-ientiinent was warmly applauded
st hen it was promulgated yesterdij,
af:ernouti.
Three separate atte4mts to ally
the central body with these who fav-
or special permits for dance halls
failed. There were two communica-
tion' from affiliated bodies asking the
federation- to name a committee to
wait upon the mayor and . reques:
that he'give special permits to trades
unions and reputable societies and
another requesting the appointment
of a committee to meet and cooper-
ate with citizens who will 'hold a
meeting in the Sherman hbuse to•
inorrow night for the purpose of
taking steps to secure all-night bar
privileges for bona tide organizations.
Tfic. yf 'Pt nuttier was referred tothe, ..4 tore -rinnitteee with the
psrting. eciaratiten from J. J. Line-
han of the Caeweiweeer-olunterminiet
the federation ought to be ashamed
to ask the mayor or any one else to
violate the law.'
Koop Speaks for Saloons.
George Koop was the Napoleon
cr the special privilege force. He
said that the worinkgenan could not
belong to the Chicago, Hamilton or
Marquette dabs, which be character-
hied as "hue thieves' clubs." The
Fields, Armours and Carnegies, he
said, are the people who are mak-
ing the anarchists and the working
people ought to be up in arms."The
saloon." Delegate Koop said, "is the
poor man's clubhouse."
This brought Delegate McKeon of
the Sprinkler Fittters' union to his
feet with the declaration that the all-
night bar question *ad .neiVbusiness
in the meeting of the fedetation.
Denounce the Dance Hall.
Delegate Lavine of the Cigar Mak-
ers' said "! am surprised that any
one here should seek to extend the
time for closing bars in dance halls.
I am not a prohibitionist, but I
know the evils of the dance hall and.
I am opposed to them. Many a
Young girl has been ruined as a re-
sult of frequenting these places and
many a youth has been started ott
the downward path by them. I am
n favor of the eight-hour law and
believe that the bars should be closed
in' accordance whit -1'e tat so that
the wither cea have a chan4 to rest.
The all-night dance, :hall is demor-
alizing to. society. . If the people
mast have time to guzzle beer let
them start their dances early in the
afterncion. Then there will be plenty.
-Flom-- to -get-- -titer 811 -teThree
'dock in the iriorniAg •
Want Mayor to Break Law,
'What the friends of, the special'
privilege idea propose to do," said:
Delegate Corner, "is to memorialize,
to mayor to violate the law. I want/
to say right here that yout must rant-
self obey the law if yon expect. tiro
law to protect you."
"I do not see how you can ask the.
city's chief executive to break she.
law," said a delegate from the Teach-
ere federation. "If the law is wrong
take steps to have it changed, hut do.
not go on record as being ht favor
of violating it. I am anatous that
the federation shall make no mis-
takes. I believe that the trades
union movement is the geeatest edu-
cator the people have--not except-
mg the schOols—and it should he the
am be rirAhtofitsr:,e s,r presentatives at all time 
"I resent the imputation that tho
saloOln, is the clubhouse or the work.
han. "The home or the Union hag
is alis legitimate clubhouse." •
-Delegate Knots insisted . that he
°vas right in declaring that the saloon





1.1T1 L ry%11;'S MFT WITH MRS.
NVA'ar LEWIS.
-•
Lavid &hatn IttLital Tomorrow
Evening at The Kentucky—
Jaskson Bridal Couple.
Gone Home.
This afternoon the Alexander Far-
is chapter, Children of the Confed-
eracy, will meet with Mrs. Lelia
I.ewis of Washington between Fifth
and Sixth streets.
Delphic Club.
This morning the Delphic club
meets at the Carnegie library on
.Ninth and Broadway in weekly ses-
sion.
Bispham Recital.
The David Bispham recital occurs
tomorrow evening at The Kentucky,
and many lovers of the eminent art
wAll be there to spend a most deligt-
f.el evening.
The Jackson, (Tenn.) Whig has
the following to say about the mar-
riage of Mr. Robert Sevier gnd Miss
Spence, who only a day or two a,go
returned home after visiting the
fornaer's sister, Mrs. Finis E. Lack,
of Eleventh and Monroe streets of
this city:
"A wedding which came as a sur-
prise to Jackson society was that of
Miss Gladys Spence to Mr. Robert
Sevier. The marriage was a very
quiet one, only the immediate friends
ofg the bride and groom being invit-
ee.. The bride was gowned in a
beautiful gray tailorred suit and car-
ried white carnations. The cere-
mony was perfomed by the Rev.
Chas. E. Welch. Miss Heck presid-
ed at the piano. Immediately after
the ceremony, Mr. and Mrs. Sevier
left for Paducah, where they go to





Judge E. W. Pratt Was Buried Yes-
terday Afternoon At Oak
Grove Cemetery.
Yesterday afternoon at 2:30 o'clock
the remains of Mts. Catherine Thin.
man, were buried at Oak Grove
cemetery, following funeral services
conducted by Rev. NV. H. Bourquin
at the German Evangelical church, on
South Fifth street.
Mrs. Thielrrran died early Snuday
morning at the residence of her
granddaughter, Mrs. Edward Han-
nan, on Fifth and Harrison streets,
after a short illness wiht heart
trouble. She had been visiting th
granddaughter for some days &tut
while preparing to return to her
home was overcome with the afflic-
tion that resulted fatally.
Mrs. Thielman was born eighty-one
years ago, and came to this country
from Gcrmany when twenty years of
age. Most of the time she has made
MEP 
Paducahher home, and was widely
and most dearly known to all as a
very beloved and kind . Christian'
woman of nobility and consistency.
She resided at 1625 South Fourth
strett and •leaves three children
4 . .
mourn her loss with the ntarr
friends, as follows, Me.sdames Wil-
liam McCuteheon and Sophia Baum-
guard and Mr. John Thielman.
There remains quite *a circle
I ,•
Yesterday aiternoun at 2:30 o'clock
the funeral services were conducted
over the remains of the late Judr
Edward W. Pratt, of 528 South Thie5




Eunice, the 14-ytar-old girl of Mr.
and Mes. J. W. Prinee, of roa6 Jack-
son ftreet, died Stindgy and will be
buried this morning at to o'clock in
Oak Grove cemetery, following ser-
vices at the residence.
INQUIRED FOR GIRL
MRS. BOCKWELL WANTS TO
KNOW HOW CHILD IS .b
DOING. ) J
•
Her Husband Shows No Signs o
Improvement At the Hopkins-
vile Asylum.
Dr. B. T. Hall has received a letter
from Mrs. Mary Brockwell asking
how her little girl Hazel is coming on
at the Home of the Friendless where
the child has been cared for ever
since the mother killed her three
other little girls nearly two years ago.
The people charge of the home do
not let the girl write her mother,
therefore the latter cannot learn how
she is. The object of this refusal
at correspondence, is so the child can
fortget her mother who committed
one of the most diabolical crimes in
the annals.
Dr. Hall has known Mrs. Brock-
well all her life, in fact heing present
when she was born, and replied to
her letter, telling her the little girl
is doing all right.
Mrs. Brockwell says she is well
situated at Frankfort where ;he is
in the state prison serving a life sen-
t -nce for murdering her three other
children.
Dr. Hall was over at Hopkinsvilk
several weeks ago and saw the
woman's husband, Pleny Brockwell
who is insane and confined at the
asylum there.
SANITATION
DR. H. P. SIGHTS GOT COPIES
OF OUTSIDE CITY
LAWS.
Just As Soon As the Ordinances Go
Through Sanitary Inspectors for
Here Wilt Be Chosen.
Dr. II. I'. Sights of the board of
iiealth, has written to Atlanta, Ga.,
Boston, Mass., and other cities for
copies of the sanitary and' board of
health regulations of the outside
places. He finds that Atlanta has the
best and most progressive ordinance
as regards health and sanitation, of
any city the country over, and he and The West End Improvement corn-





WE ANSWER ALL QUESTIONS
We want every Mck woman or girl to Wits as flally
about her case, so we caa help her. Describe pidsV
what Is wrong with you. @Mang age, and we wig mad
you Free Advice In plata. *skied envelope. Al letters
abictiy 'confidential. Address: Ladles' Advisory Dept.*
,/tha Chattanooga Mends, Ca. Chatuumega, Tema. •
0111111111.11...1111111110.MEar
Ignorant Suffering
There is a surprising ignorance amongst women, on the subject of
their own functions. Nine out of ten, suffer dreadfully every month,
and think they have to. Do you? If so, you are wrong. No need
to suffer, unless you wish to. Functional pain is a sign of functional




All those bearing-oorrn pains. headaches, back,
aches. cramps, dizziness, etc.. can be oared by Cardui.
Not only CAN, but SHOULD. To allow them to
come back every month. is to invite leas of health and
happiness.
Irregular menstruation, bad breath, poor blood—all
results of female weakness, in young or old, can be
cured with Cardui. Try it. •




writes Mrs. F. J. Ashburn, of
Chstrange, Tenn.. "for pain at
ay monthly periods. I had asap.
bedews patas, head ached wary.
day and say back hurt to I mold
web Wad. I was tired aid
ram dm, and thought I ceuldret
dYS. Maas biking Careful. how-
ever, I have greatly Improved sad
fed bider than I have Isr year..
If It vire set ler Cardal
new batillailla gtes611." WI*
-Ir• tan—'.
/041.61,
members will see if they can ncit get
the Paducah legislative authorities to
adopt an ordinance similar to it.
Dr. Sights is going over the regu-
lations utilized at the Various places,
and believes much advancement can
be attained by making the best of the
outside laws applicable to this city
for government of that branch of
the municipal government.
The board of health is now waiting
until their passes the council and
aldermen, the ordinance, permitting
the board of health to elect sanitary
inspectors for the city, and keep
them employed as long each year
desired.
This ordinance is now going the
rounds and the board expects to have
the men ‘tarted off to work v:ry
soon.
JUDGE BACK
JUDGE LIGHTFOOT HAS BEEN
TO ST. LOUIS ON
BUSINESS.
1
Judge Lightfoot Gave Little Leander
Clay to Hon. James M. Lang
Who Found Him a Home.
Judge K. T. Lightfoot returnA
Sunday from St. Louis and Carbon-
dale, Ill., where he has been the past
few days on business.
Given to Body.
Judge Lightfoot has given Leander
Clay, colored, to Hon. James M.
Lang who put him in the hands of
Ben Boyd. colored, to be raised and
given a good lrme. Clay is the
small negro boy taken awkay from
the band of Gypsies near Wallace
park last week by the judge who fined
one. of the tribe, Mike Smith $14•50
for treating the lad cruelly.
Licenad to Wed.
Robert Christian, aged 2 s and
Pearl Bradley, aged 27 of 'Joppa, Ill.,
were yesterday granted a licensz to
marry. They are colored.
Property Sold. 
$soo, property on West Jefferson
street. The deed was filed for rec-
ored with the county clerk yesttrdat.
B. W. Cornelison bought from T.
H. Bridges for $2,00o, property on
Jefferson street.
Steve_ Etter sold to Alonzo Elliott
for Sao, property on Fifth near Jon..s
street.
Mary E. Allison transferred to
Lola nankin for $2,250, property
on the banIs of Little Ba)ou
creek in the county.
LIVELY FROM KENTUCKY...
Operator Who Caused Big Wreck a
Native of Munford.
Munforville, Ky., March 19.—S. F.
Lively, operator at Swallows, Coj.,
who has confessed his failure to de-
liver train orders at that point be-
copse of stupor resulting from hi,
being on duty for thirty-six hmirs,
therby causing the disastrous wreck
cn the Denver Si Rio Grande early
on the morning of March 16, was
formerly a resident of this city.
Young Lively comes from a good
tamily and bears an excellent reputa-
tion here. He prepared himself for
railroad work in the local office, and
in spite of his being but a few
months over nineteen years of age,
he was regarded as one of the best
operators that ever left ifunftwd-
ville.
His parents are prostrated
COAL CONSUMERS TO
PAY THE DIFFERENCE
Pitts Dealer is Holding Back soot:N-
ow Bushels of Fuel for A
Rise.
Pittsburg, March 19.—With a suf-
ficient water stage to ship coal south,
the Monongahelia River Consolidated
Coal and Coke Company is holding
5,roo,000 busheels of coal in the Pitts-
burg harbor.
' After April 1, it is expected that if
'the wage scale' is not granted the
i n'ners, the price,of coal will go up
at least so cents on a ton to the con-
sumer. With the amount, of coal in
the harbor the company will net a
,big profit.
Officials say the reason for non-
! shripments is that the mills i;1 the
Pittsburg district are stowing furl
;in anticipation of a shut-down in the
mines.
t




MADUCAH REAL, EST?' r u. WESTERN KENTUCKY FARMI. EAST
'MONTHLY PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. WESTERN
KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE PURNAL AND PR= LIST
FUR TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR LT.




















Steam and Hot Water Heating
Phone 133. 529 Broadway.
•
Abram L. Weil & Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam: Boiler-
Campbell Block.
Office Phone 369. - Residence Phone 736
THE GLOBE BANK & TRUST CO:
, Of Padur-sth, Kentucktir.
Capital and Surplus $15/5,ocooll
111.01...11•••
ED P. NOBLE, PRES. O. W. ROBERTSON. V. PRZS
N. W. VAN CULIN CASHIER- •
Transacts all regular banking business.. Solicits your deposits. Pays
par cent per annum on time certificate of deposits.. Safety boxes la Ire
proof vault for rent at $3 to lio per year as to size. You carry your own










"Shag"Shaughnessy has signed to
play with South Bend.
The Keokuk, Iowa, State League
team, managed by Pat Andrews, will
• be here April as and 25 for exhibi-
tioa games. These are the only ex;
bibition games booked so far.
The two Mattoon papers have
agreed to disagree and they played
Sr.1 "game yesterthry. This .is
good for it makes interesting reading
for the fans. Fight it out boys, but
don't get mad.
First Baseman Wills, of Danville's
4i 'Kitty League baseball club arrived
r in Danville yesterday and others are
expected within a short time. Prac-
tice will begin as soon as the weath-
er will permit in preparation for the
opening practice games with minor
clubs before the league season
opens.
Frank Belt has signed a pitcher
named Crosby, whom he expects to
prove a good one in the Kitty league
the coming season. Nate Andrews,
another pitcher, is a full blooded
Indian, and he lives up to the reps-
tation that has beer eatablished py
his redskin brothern now playing he
should prove the best in this league.
--Jacksonville Courier.s
The Charleston Courier and
Plaindealer and the Terre Haute Star
are the latest newspapers to accept
'Hyphens" as the nom de guerre of
the Mattoon-Charleston team. Th.:
-Jacksonville Courier, Cairo, Paducah
 and Vincennes a eets have long ago
• e so. The J-G stands magnifi-
s‘gut alone.
'Kitty" Gerard in a letter received
yesterday by Mr. McCarthy express-
ed a desire to return and play with
Cairo, but he refuses to sign a con-
tract with a reserve clause and
there'll be nothing doing. "Kitty"
is a high priced man, a little light
but fast on his feet, a good in or
outfielder, a sticker from away back,
144 KA baseball head, and extraordi-
nary good habits and disposition.
04
Frank Belt of Jacksonville, has
signed Harry Bette for short. Berle
was with Cedar Rapids six years.
While the sporting editor of the
Morning Star was writing baseball
for the St. Louis Post-Dispatch sev-
eral years ago, he saw Bertie tried
out by the Cardinals. He was a
fast fielder and good on the sacks,
but weak with the stick. Bert King
s.f last season's Matton team has it
all over Berte in eery department.—
'Mattoon Star.
The way one city away up in one
corner of the northeast wanted to
grab at holiday games was a caution
to beheld. 'Twits a pity a lone-hand
schedule wssn't especially drawn up
for this city that included Thanks-
giving, Christmas, New Years and
Washington's Birthday.--Cairo Bul-
letin and the Register suggests that
• new scedule be drawn up. Wor-
tham was not properly treated. Illi-
nois is republican and he should
have also had the 14th of August.
Secretary Farrell in a decision re-
it ceived yesterday awarded Outfielder
Troutman to Cairo. Troutman had
accepted terms with Cairo and later
signed with South Fiend, but the de-
cision sends him here. He is 6 feet
2 inches in height and according to
Bill Forney of last season's Alice is
a fast fielder and a corking hitter.
He lives at Kewanee, Ind., and play-
ed independent ball at Kentland, Ind.
last and if the dope goes or any-
thing at all ought to make good. We
shall see.—Cairo
No, 'Morris, the Register had tit)
reference to you when it spoke of
the wrangle over the scedule. It
was shooting at Wortham, the sametei 
haw ..yousshaves.bcen talking. about..
}tom all reports he must be the lim-
it. But he will get "his" after the
season starts. From what is learned
he will be a chronic kicker but he
will sit down when he comes to Pa-
1jucah and keep his chops closed.
The umpires will run the games this
season. Danville might do well to
look around for a new manager if
Wortham :is all they say he isn't.
Where is President Gosnell of tlie
Kitty league?
This question is causing a number
of the fans a great deal of worry,
/and also somewhat exciting the
'closer friends of the president. He
left here last Saturday afternoon to
attend the meeting of the schedule
committee at Centralia, Ill.,and re-
mained there until Monday noon,
when he departed, it was thought,
for home. !Since then he has not
been reard from. In case some word
is not received from him tonight his
family will begin inquiries, as it is
/feared he has taken ill; It is prob-
while Belt handled Knight's over-.
hand slants for Cherry Vale. It was
two and two in the eleventh and
Cherry Vale in for the last crack.
Two men were gone and Belt up.
He fouled a dozen and finally we
had it two and two with honors eveti.
Woliver insisted on an outdrJp.
Fatal mistake. There was a crack
like a rifle and when the ball, was
Gug out of the sedgy pool,Belt had
crossed the plate and the Cherry
able that he is visiting the different Vale fans were seeing how much
cities in the league, as he stated money could be crammed into his
before leaving here tRt he would cap without resistance. That was
the longest drive the writer has evi:r
seen and he watched the best of
them perform from' old Dave Orr
snd Harry Stovey days to Larry
Lajoie and Honus Wagner. Belt
had a great whip years ago, but un-
less he has found Ponce de Leon's
spring, it is hard to see how the old
say, ttle oriil seleen:e cave thp;  • ‘ving ca come 'back again.-•
city to Sunday games and one holi- Mattoon Star.
day. Misrepresentative Wortham ,The writer, said to be several cen-
wanted the, Fouth of July also, and
when his claims were ridiculed, he
took Frank Belt out into the hallway
and traded Jacksonville out of the
Labor Day game by giving up a Sun-
day game in the series, September 6,
7, 8, 9 telling Belt this would give
Jacksonville ri Sundays. The trick
was discerned by Cairo and Belt in-
formed that he had been duped.
Then ensued the racket. Wortham
refusing to return what he had se-
cured through a piece of chicanery.
The trouble was patched up through
the generosity of Vincennes and
Mattoon, each giving Jacksonville
one Sunday. The writer for the
good of the league would advise
Dansillil to look around kir another
manager as Wortham will be in hot
water all the time. His actions at
St. Lotais, in which he looked upon
everybody, including his own. town
people, as crooks looking 'for a
chance to give him the strong arm
was and has been the subject of
much unfavorable comment.—Cairo
Bulletin.
Pat McAndrivsint former Hop-
.
kinsville shortstop, was here last
week. Pat says the Kitty this year
will be faster than ever. Pat this
season is managing Keokuk in the
iowa State League, and has a very
good botch. He stated to the sport-
ing editor of the Register that the
lace in his opinion would be between
Paducah, Jacksonville and Vincennes.
And he has the situation sized up
shout right as Pat said, Cairo is in
unknown quantity this year. Man-
ager McCarthy and Marre have got
a lot of youngsters which is not
had Judgment. Manager Lloyd
has but a few players signed when
compared with the bunch that Cairo
has but he knows every one of them
and with the exception of about two
it is decidedly the best team thst
Paducah ever had. These two or
three are to be tested and come
highly recommended. Lloyd is act-
ing wisely. He is not giving away
his men but when the ball begins to
roll he will be there with the goods.
And the Register might add that
Lloyd is in the best of health and in
a case of emergency fill a place.
When he does smash the old horse
hide he generally sends it a long dis-
tance. The fans ask one thing, and
that is for President Thompson to
let the team report here April t.
make a trip over. the circuit some
time before the season opened. How-
ever, it cannot be accounted for why
he has .not written or sent. some
word home.—Vincennes Capital.'
111111.1•••
Notwithstanding what the Danville
Commercial-News or Wortham may
The old "Horse and Buggy" league
will probably be organized as the
Slopkinsville New Era states as fol;
lows:
"F. H. Bassett, of Hopkinsville,
who was one of the prime movers in
the organization of the Kitty league,
has decided to organize another
league for the coming season and t
is desired that Clarksville should be
a member. Mr. Bassett is a lover of
this great sport, and if some of these
interested in this city will support
his proposition we will have baseball
owing the coming season. A meet-
ing will be held shortly to arrange
plans.
"Mr. Bassett has addressed the
following letter to the Leaf Chron-
icle, which is self explanatory:
"I am going td organize a league
of baseball clubs for this season, and
would like to have your city repre-
sented. Please publish the fact and
ask anyone Who is interested
write me so we can have a meeting
to prepare an organization.
  lie ape ctfully, —
I "'F. H. BASSETT!'
A pres despatch from Henderson
The proposition for the towns cf
Clarksville, Bowling Green, Hender-
son, Owensboro, Madisonville and
llopkinsville to form a six-club base-
ball club is received with much fav-
or by the fans of this city, and Hen-
derson is arrangihg to get up a
strong team. It is thought that
these towns could form a league
much stronger than the old IC. I. T.
baseball league. Lust season Hen-
derson had one of the strongest
teams in the circuit.
Frank Belt, Jacksonville's manager
.:nd catcher, has been in the game
since before the flood. In 1893. when
the sport paragrapher of the Morn-
ing Star was pitching hall in the
southeast "peanut" leagues, he
stacked lip against Belt and "Red"
Knight at Cherry Vale, Kan. Your's
truly was handling the pellets to
Jack Wolliver for Independence,
tunes old, remembets Belt also. The
first impression of Frank was way
back during the time he was catch-
ing Confucius, who by the way, was
the originator of the curve ball, in
the Yohangho Valley league. A
thing that struck the writer as odd
was the manner in which Belt took
a position at the bat—kind a Colos-
sus of Rhodes act—straddled his
limbs so far apart that when he
managed to land on the ball, it took
him so long to get his feet together
to start for first base, that he was
thrown out But Frank looks
young and is husky, and is a good
fellow. There's no quesfon about
his baseball brains and he may fool
es all.
BRISK BLAZE.
Firemen Quickly Had the Gellman
Flame Under Control Sunday.
Sunday night about eleven o'clock
fire broke out underneath the stair-
way inside the Fred Gallman grocery
at Twelfth and Burnett streets, and
had gained considerable headway be-
fore detected by a passerby who
summoned the department and had
the flame quickly extinguished. The
origin is unknown, but the loss will
only a few dundred dolars. Dur-
ing the blaze the firemen heard
shrieks inside and thinking some
human was entrapped, groped their
way through smoke, to only find the
house cat suffocating to death.
Subscribe for the Ihday Roemer.
Delivered to your home for :a owls
a week.
THE BIGGEST TAX
Appoinnment of Appraiser of Estate
of Late Marshall Field to Find
Amount Due State.
Chicago, alarm 19.—Artnur
Currey, special national bank exami-
ner, was appointed appraisor of the
estate of the late Marshall Field by
;Age Carter today. Currey will
make an examination of the estate
at the time of Field's death to en-
able the court to determine the
amount of inheritance tax due the
state. Currey was the official-whose
examination of the books of the Chi-
cago National bank led to' the recent
action against John R. Walsh. It is
estimated the Field estate will pro-
nuce the largest inheritance tax ever
received by any state.
Her Ups? Of Course.
To kiss a lady's hand is chiv-
Alrous and full of grace.
Yet such a kiss, I'm positive.
Is rather out of place.
•
Illinois Central Weekly Excur-
sions to California. Excursion cars
through to Los Angeles and San
Fransiseo as follows: Via New Or-
leans and the Southern Routes ev-
ery, Friday from Chicago; every Times
day from Cincinnati and Louisvill-
via Omaha and the Scenic Route ev
cry Wednesday from Chicago.
Full Particulars concerning all of
the above can be had of agents of
the Illinois Central and connecting
lines or by addressing either of th•
undersigned.
Jos Biggs, D. P. A., Cincinnati.
virle.. W. Harlow, D. P. A., Louis
lohn A. Scott, A. G. P. A., Mess
A. H. HAaglitClagNo.. P. 1'. M.,
S. G. HATCH. G. P. A.,
Chkito •
OLIVER, OLIVER & **GREGOR
LAWYER S.
OFFICES: Bombs. KY-, Parr ban"
Marsheit C,ointy: Pedant/, Ky.
Room rs ' Fraternity Building.
New Phone. 111 PIt'lle '0
E. H. 'PURYEAR,
Attorney at-Law
Rooms 5 and 6 Register Building

















121 S. 4th St.
Back of every Policy of
THE MUTUAL LIFE
of New York stands
The First *loan Life In-







Than any other Compay in the
....World...
/it'll 1+1 I •
11.Thompson
Tailor
FULL LINE OF SPRINO
8000S ON DISPLAY...
Room lit, Fraternity Bldg.
C. MAXIMO SEARS, N. O.
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BELOW any Mbar trauefararer or drier In the world. 1111
DO NOT BUY A BICYCLE
or on as, Sled. illustratigegrms, until you her received our complete IN.Oar-
r sad doscrug every kind al higlegrade amid low-gradeold pattering and latest models. and tears er out restaritabie LOW
SS aad wosaleetal sew aeon made possible by selling from factorydhuot to rider with no middlemen's prodts.
ON
litiffw 0 Days Free Trk11 and make other liberal terms which no other
//1/0 .M1PROVaL without a cent *front, Pay the Freight and
bore the world will do. You will learn everything and get much valu-able information by simply writing as a postal.
We need • left, Assaf in every town and can offer an opportunityto make money to suitable young men who apply at once.
.8.50 per pair.
To Introcksoo
BE WISE AND GT A GOOD WO WM., Soil




ENT ONES PUT IN FIRST- Pair , FOP Only OUT THE
/CASH WITH ORDER glkept0CLASS ORDER. WE DO THE NO MORE TROUBLE FROM PUIN;TURES.FINEST KINDS OF REPAIR Result of 15 years erperient4 in tire
WORK ON ALL KINDS OF I making. No danger from THORNS. CAC-
CLOCKS AND WATCHES. TVS, PINS, NAILS, TACKS or GLASS.
ouk ARE AtievAird Serious punctures, like intentional knife cuts, can
MODERATE. WE CARRY A be vulcanised like any other tire.
Two Mondry/ Thousand pairs New in actual use. OverCOMPLETE LINE OF BEAUT--- rovanty-hys Thousand pairs sold last year.
$8 0 PUNCTURE-PROOF TIRES ° N LYtoe :hp prove 
sA .80  
8 0
EirTi—*AIR
ty of rubber. which never becomes porous and which closes up small punctures 
8 Made in all sizes. It I• lively and elegy riding, very durable and lined inside
•
without allowing the air in escape. We have hundreds of letters from sillefied customers stating7 that their tires have only been pumped up once or twice In a whole 01111111100. They weigh no more thanan ordinarttire, the puncture naiad qualities being anve:sormesseveral layers orir dein. alcpeoCiaph2
or soft rosda is overcome
squared out between th. tire.428 Broadway. is pale. bsTtor
PHONE 772-;•
Notiee the thick robber tread
•16." and penetwee strips ̂ la*
and .'ll," also rim strtp "II"
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Jeweler prepared fa de cla,Ote ~Viol
S. P. POOL. L. O. STEPPALNSC'N•
PADUCAH UNDERTAKING CO.
UNDERTAKERSJAND EMBALMERS:
I. BOTH PHONESNO. no 203-205 S. THIRD ST.PADUCAH, KY.
WALL PAPER STORE
Moved to 315 Broadway
diplim HE GREATF:ST DISPLAY T'sl .WALT.PAPER THAT HAS
KENTUCKY. THE VALUES THAT WE GIVE IN PAPERIS HARD TO DUPLICATE IN OTHER STORES.
•
8=1Sanigr 
WE ARE SELLING GOOD
8-CENT PAPER AT • 5 cents
GOOD 15-CENT PAPER
AT 10 cents
NOW IS THE TIME FOR CLEANING AND PAPERING .AND IT
WILL PAY ANY ONE TO SEE OUR GREAT LINE OF
 1906 
WALLPAPER DESIGNS
AS THEY ARE BEAUTIFUL. it
Window Shades and Picture Frames
MADE TO ANY SIZE WHIlig. YOU WAIT. Remember the Place.
CI Cid LEE, 315 hay.
4.1111•1111111.•








Water and Oil Colors,
Mottos and Calanders
Framed right up ts date in five min-
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THE REGIS Nnshville 
ton county in sending Johnson to
That he s saved. from 
ffine etb vielence, and 'd ip ly tile! in ' 
. wa 
• 'the criminal court of Chatanooga was UIRIt
arranged so as to .afford no further
excuse for the action of the mob.
"The endeavor to have the United
States courts interfere seems to be
aroedway. 'based on allegations made that John-
 ken did not have a fair trial in the
'state oort,•and that there wae sonic
JAMES E. WILMAM, Presid .
JOHN 'WILHELId„ treasurer. •





Entered at the postoffice of Padu-









Anyone failing to receive this paper
regularly should reiort the matter to
The Register office at once. Tele-
phone Cumberland 318. _
Tuesday Morning March 20, 1906.
•-..•••••••••••••
Municipal Ownership,
According to corporation organs a
city should not engage in municipal
ownership liamittess..ef the politicians.
The same irgument could also apply
otherto every ther branch of the city
government, Just' be6nse 'k Italie
some polities in municipal affaies, is
no reason , why we should abolish
public schools, and if a city can con-
duct its sc?pois it can also cpnduct
a light plant or a water plant. H
_Paducah owned both plants it would
not require over a dozen employes
to operate them, including the su-
perintendents and clerks. It is tree
that in rnriy li p i i •e the polich andai
' firemen Ilterik , in ipolitias, „dint
there is a strong entiaient against
viola ni ot federal requirement# et
the fact tltt there were gee negecke
oet the jur that 'tried Ithl. .
"There has been an earnest and
geguine effort • on the p t of, thei
pates anttetfi Viie r item* ' of citi-
zeeship 7 gener!allA tlbeetig qt the
south to try down the mob spirit
and prevent lynchings for any cause.
Lynchings have often been predicted
on the claim that f _mart ..canvictipus
are tedious and uncertain. Iltich
1-prompt trials as that given Johnson
at Chattanooga have been arranged
to-maker this. 'plea without force and
to restore public confidence in the
efficiency and expeditiousness of the
legal -matbinery in punishing crime.
This confidence will not only be
shaken by the interference of the
federal &art, hut it will have an un-
fortunate tendency to increase raceanimo9434. -
- 
e....
"This feeling is to be deprecated.
The assurance of the weir that -sus-
pended the sentence was purely a
legal formula, and it can be depend-
ed upon that the supreme court will
not transcend the law or justice in
nisdcing its deceisiop. The'letase is
likely to involve some interesting
points, the settlement of which will
be beneficial.
"There should beeiatience upon the
part of the apple of Chattanooga.
There 'should be no effort tolerated
to disregard the law or to anticipate
justice. The prisoner is in safe cus-
tody and special precautions should
be taken to protect him from viol-
ence until his case has beerr legally
disposed 41 *
I .
The Sun .:points to Ni. York's
those methods; yet with all that, a experience with operating a free ferry
as a failure of municipal °welter-city is better off with its oNtn fire
department and its police department. ship. There are many wildcat
Except where a city government falls schemes with which a city , may
into the hands Of down-right thieves, plunge. and with which The Register
the handicap of politics still gives would have no sympathy whadivesi
but as we have .often said our adsthe people a better. shoviing than to
vacacy of municipal ownership only
extends to water and light plants,
_for itteth are essential to a city, and
in Padtitah the issue is for water and
.04541hts only. For every city that ha.;
ulade a failure eevith its water and
ighti plants, there are ,fifty cities thatchise tax has to be provided for, arid
these items alone represent a vast have Alpe a success with those util-
saving. Under peblie ownership the 16es. s'• 
' 
•''.,
._ P._ 1' ,,, illir--0-- 
 
•
consumer gets tne •product at cost •.; • 
—h—r 
o
• Even the neie enlaces Of the New
wa very small prhfit above cost. e • .
. York Life Insurance company have
• fallen victims of the graft habit. ' It
Appealing to Federal Court. is reported that they have.been using
The appeal to the United States the company's funds to get thOm-
supreme court in the ease of .a negro selves re-elected. The bill for postage
at \Chattanooga, Tenn:: Convicted of alo.ne is said to amount to $30,000,
rape and sentenced to be hung today,. witich tae4 charged . t( ,t policy
will not do the 'oath any good.; In beildhel. • •I • 
1 1
i - I
that sectihn :of the 'country rape. a , , 1 s 2 e. i
The Value of Competition.
means rape. Quite a large portion
of the population 11(1 era , believe in v P- ' t1-145.viiIC' f'olt)e 
•
Competition in lighting. when it
a Court trial *bete a white woman can be had, is the. public demand
is the victim of a negroes lust, and
to prevent further humiliation of the
N iCtiM eitiiiiii o61 *alit hill
moved . hY'a.'tuo l'S! thalle,41h.etri
shift 4-•?.:the hi ;L. ,spite:p.
this, there has been n groairogotene abet leay 'Veil:Or
dency fo let the liZ;isiCie.itZcoterser, rn.,../r° ..--, 4 •• ' • - • ) ,
hit fedtral intervention is something * . Masonic , /Ot.Ar.
not relished, especially in the south, Plain -City lexIste..
:lid it . is calculated to excite many A.„ MetevPlefelei ,in.raM




1.1190. • -.•' 5. '.! 1 .
-
Banner in its 1 issue covers the
IAoric in-all degrees. All
case when it sa • a ,.." ' .V. E. WILHEL . (Master}
turn the utilities overtp corporatioris,
with a monopoly, and ?compel!' ehe
consumers to pay great ptofits oft
watered stocks, big bondi issuct.gand
franchise taxes. Under rupiciill
ownership no watered stock Or flan-
VcAll
states isupreme court with the case
of the negro Johnson, convicted of
rape aqd sentenced to hang at Chat-
tanoog.i, is an unusual .; procedure,
and one likely to attract wide atten-
--ttore- -There- -are- -4evie- entistaitatiotta I
grounds on which e criminal case, of
this tmture can be brought tinder'
federal supervision. The Sepretee
court has only 'vecently refused to
take the case of Caleb Powfrs, in-
dicted. for murder, out of the Ken-
tucky litate courts for want of juris-
diction. There does'n appear to be.
any mOte reason why the Chattano-
oga case should be transferred to
federal:jurisdiction.
The Sasuance of the writ that has
suspended sentence in the case does
not mein, of course, that the federal
court will assume jurisdiction,. but
merely that inquiry will be made into
the caile on' the grounds alleged in
the atplication • foe the, writ. This
howeisee, will defer the eiteculiopof
the sqttence and is likely to, cause_
ill feeing hnd impatience with the,
laws delay.
"The- negro Johnson, who is the
defendant,in the case, was corryicted
of an otutrage. on a respectable ,yasing
white % woman in Chattanooga. En-
raged popular feeling followed the
perpetration of the crime and when
Johosof wee; :arrested Na mob broke
into itSe jail In the attempt to lynch
him. It was only h4Y prompt action
en the part. of the sheriff of Hamil
e.,
rre
lower rates. There Lie no "natural Walt T (Dion, colpored,
Of A MUCH-ABUSED MAN
• , I i); .fr. •
Monday—Ida% lest been violettly ittaeked in a m-agailt; 'article entitled-
"Corporation Greed."' A41.•Anvatlede, just to make'citchlation. Finished
organization of syndicate to take over the'rerks4ier Southern rail-
way for es6o,opperei . Will issue $75.000,006"tonliidli and ee,000,000
preferred stock and work it offgradually
Tuesday—A fearful attack on me in morning papers craze of as-
sailing the property interests of the country isekeejeer*og .epidemic, but
I suppose it appeals to the rabble and makes oroulation.'
Put in morning with Senator Shark who agreeseeo ir,ote for railway
rate bill if I appoint his . sort special Couneel .at .$a5.000 a year.
Made private agteement with two prominent.:Aftweee to give rebates
on certain shipments.
Wednesday—A public niess-meeting held last 'flinty 'to condemn
My methods of finance. The people &AV: going crazy about.
what they:. \ call the greed of the corporations. The
newspapers are 'to Wave fre'eptciting the mints* -to` the state of
frenzied histillty to the ea ideeinstitutions. ,itc.ltadn't been for them
we- shoeild. have eseateed Attie Idisastrous ineurance rttuddle that has
done so much to disturb the business el the,1 ituttay. i.
Cornered the 44113cl:of coal in the middleerrestt and .am in a position
to make consumers cchee, to my awn teems.
Thursday—Preachses bailie joined the hue and cry Itttt me; say my
money is, tainted. etc. notoriety7senerVealer to get into
the papers. The country's gone mad on The isliflrecif'
'Hid lunch with Judge' Jonei-thday and 'cksharly":1give him the
straight about the litigation against my railfbad'etral• tomes up in his
• etthrt before „lone. Hare promised to supPort •Vtifh
cdntribUtion fit' the -neict 
campaign
i •rit
i•st yid t• 3
Friday-7-Th'; Siiprente (Mari „hes jail ;decided. elle AA pew bonding
project' le illegal. The preside.* elm) hes co t in gevere arraign-
ment of' trty-coal ceirrike. Pretty sooit the le c ry Will be in
-
fected by this disease of indignation again Pl• rty interests,
4" but as long as they dm% foot wilt the tarii?1 o • mplain.
Was -on witness stand today, but said "I Ion e Abet" to every
questioa they salted nte..4 ..itat none of the public's business, any-
way. ..i.* ly*
Saturday—The grand jury is threatening to indict Me. I don't know what
the country le coming to., ,11pne of my weak-lowed Atectors
 called in
this morning and says we'ie got only our4Ivapillia...1>lanse 
for this
vioknticlamor against us. He says we're tryiog towels* a goodthing
to death, and that we ought to go slow. I told isim illtak he 
could go,
and not be slowabout it. either. Had my tekeeseelpment. red
uced from
Seecectoo to 103,50o a day. What's the use ,ufzpayimkptexes 
when the
money's Imre to be stolen by thpf. irra,(ws _ in, t.he ..tari
paarer's office?
Sunday—Went to church and heard a good, old'ThsleOned 
sermon. Told
the parsoil he could put me tickin for a lihettitt 
enttteibution when-






HENRY DAVIS ,ARRESTED YES-
• ere' "
I ill a - , ---r--.--• - „.... . • i . TERDAY liWevElST
ECTIVES.
CASE AGAINST CLTRTIS INGRA- .
HAM CONTINUED BY
1JUDGE.
Gam, Terrreri Given Continuance
of Charge of Assaulting Will
telmiltOn. 1 :
.1 r.1
Curtis Ingraham was arraisned be-
fore die police • 'mere" yesterday
ylornieg, and there continued until
te morrow the warrant charging- him
,with passieg cititutielfeNe•rifeennly
Conductor T. L. Herring of the.
:urea ailway sytilteid: : Dace/lye
Donella of the United States service
art-rived here Supday to Look Into the
case, and probabilities are the federa
govelenment wi taki; part in 'the
Better lights and more of them at profectit.oy
th charge of eh ting.
• I)
'nisi% I







Fannie jaeltson filed -suit against'
Andy Jacksonedoe AO:fit-cc-on the
ground that be abandouid lief 'Aug-
is yeti% --Kw.
alm•11.•••••=•••••
lficenee to do business here.
tey, but the proceeding continued
mirk( ungil Saturdary.
ler Thompsoa sh'ot at 411oo
t and fietsbands street ut a
( 
oan who o hit in .
ten a, sharlia Op../at 'Twelfth Joel
011111 tt /hRikh
aii,(1. swats. The breach of °the
cate charge against Ittley'swilts pbst-
ported until tomorroie !Also.'
There was continited over imtil
fleet Thursday the- warrants chargitre.
Roy W. 1 MeKinney and Evall and/
conspan with refusing to pay a city
;
George 'Ferrell was given confine-
ante until today of the case charging
him with maliciously assaulting Will
)-iamilton at Jim Bulger's saloon in
Mechanicsburg Saturday night. Fete
  re, have- ottly7hit-Flautilt1tu
With his fist, while the latter;e face is
beat up like as if a club was used.
John Bulger was fined lito apd
coste for a breach of the peace.
For being drunk and disorderiy.
Florence Greer, colored, wos. lined
$20.
Will Ifv.tOtt-, wy! kilned tl 'fcn'
breech (of the peace, and John Rain-
son et for being drunk.
Alleged Bootlegger.
• .
George eileInne has been held. over
by 4J. S. Commissioner
her to, answer to
(*legging.
..1‘
O 0 0 0 00 0.0 00 0 0 0 0 0 00 0
0
o -SOME SUGGESTIONS. o
. o
O What You can do FAsilttlait o
O Paducah. 0
• I),, not three nepet
o , etreets, ot titht-
o places.
..130 riot makt ittititig: o.-
o grounds of vacant lets o
o Do not allow )rubbish to ace 0
O cumulate tie,,ireett. prernisefe.
4o. guru • • • • •••, ••• • ••• • VS4
o etintle by k=iita.:11.p Xar,
O '4. ttit s_VIA? • r (.14, (i16:47
ch• fae)tices.,
o ,in g1, t ititlis asit Itiialirpfiep-
o tioo to this movement, / o
e. Keep the sidewalks and o
o strec of your prop- o







Stated That Dr. Reeder and Miss
• • Sarg illarrie dat Cah-o.
• I 
It is orted that one week -frbm
last y there was married at
/Cairo 'P. Reeder, of this city, and
'Miss Mitten Sergeant of the county,
but as the dostor is at Bentoli at
resent the rumor could not be con-
trolled.
Hie is one of the best known and
Most competent young physiciadh of
is city and has only recently ̀ been
offered. the position of sumlitan for
the government hospitals 4 on the
Isthm0 of Panama, but has not yet
deciçId whether to accept. He is
ciated with Dr J. Wt Pendlety in
p ctice of his profession.
he young lady is a most popular
Ingram Claimi 4Pfley'Made Eleven
• of the elead Dotaege But Done*
Not Sty WItatitecame of
-.....77r717.
Luther Piettinislerdingrahatn, v. ho
passed couellfbeMesnitteley last eeek
on Conductogyr(1114 Herring, of the
Street ear tetegil.e, leentierday rnorieng
Confetied 2fii betellhili• Nle(re mid
Baker, Chieliebtligre4ilil S( cret e r'
Vice AgenU-151111P.E'Doliella, all about
the countirfeillinteNlefleness, and ae
result 'of .thlotainvvallIbAs made by
the accusal Itehet494afit immedietely
arrested Iftkrp_t PRI ilbliais, who has
been workikg*Yr Ii -Michael's pawn-
shop on -11f3rtitikleStiAlseicar Second
strEnt; but' 0111e'lleilee4tl), has :men
h the East Tcnneatee Tele' 'one
party. The difnierel states 4 1 ett-
Mr. Donelidekinikeit charge of
the case, and _MIL ail mornine ar-
raign both Inge triiiiajf bavis before4.9
linked States. 1;.* . sioner W. Ar-
our Gardner or .a,..,;fileal.
yesterday. morning Ingram ears
put through .a. ,140keating" pr ,:ess
and stated tivertterfauthorities th .z he
and Davis wentreoiebb jewelry store
ol I Mr. Joiee4 Petter, on South
1 bird street. beeMret4tt Broadway and
Kektucky avenue:Mit asked the jew-
eler if they could. Step in the rear
room to melt .4.-M"rt: lend over a lit-
tle stove in a spoon. Being inno-
cent in the exeirite as. to what they
wanted, the jeevtftr unsuspectingly
permitted them to do so, according
to Ingram, who continued that they
made eleven spurious dollars out of
- Ingram _.claicus_ht ...loptiour
of them, but will not say what be-
norne of the other seven.
After the confession me authorities
went and arrested Davis, who was
found at Michaers Paeenshop. This
eccond accused was•Jthen taken to
his room at the flarehouse on North
Fourth, between_ tellierson and Mon-
roe streets. -There they found much
plestet parienthhneavis clxlmet
they had been using in manufactur-
ing "loaded dica.t. Davis disclaims
any cofhplicity, esterely stating he
stood i by andisArtylied Ingram.
After arree • Mavis the officersnt276
starched thi iiation of Pet-
ter's jeweIrylt it there found
hidden ladle!cpsecor melting metal,
arid also two or/he spurious dollars,
which has,BARF-4111r/Prek there.
Mr. Donelisastfte# )it he desired
to thorefuglriy'estotfernte Mr. Fetter,
as/this same eltihccaw'yccur in any
reputable man's ,pta_ic _ of business,
two parties Utik.,fq permission to
melt iced, anti bill* grented it.
All Kinds Monuments and General Cemetery Work (Use
Green River Stone
THE BEST STONE ON' THE MARKET for Monumental and
Building purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOS-
URE AND THEN RETAINS ITS WHITENESS; does not be-
come dark and discolored
LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT
John S. Porteous Marble, Granite
and Stone Works.
SOLE AGENT, 1609 TRIMBLE ST., PADUCAH, KY.
BALDWIN PIANO
Scientifically Constructed and
....of the Highest 
It Appeals to the Artistic:and Cultured Class mild
Is a "Leader" for the dealer..
D. It BALDWIN & CO.
W. T. MILLER, Agent.
520 Broadway, PADUCAH, KY.
Were showing Great Values in
Baseball Goods and
Lawn Tennis Outfits
Come and see us. Our prices
will save you money.
Harbour's Book Department.
We have some few Base Ball Mitts and Gloves
left from last year. These we make
at just about half their value.
- -
and pretty you teg lady of many
friends here in .the 'city. She is
brother of Me. Edward Sergeant, the
well known resident of Little Cy-
ess.
exttoWashingDishos
The most despised drudgery of housekeeping in the care of the
several fires and the sweeping up of the ashes and dust they pro-
duce Unless, of course, you own a
Hot Water or Steam System
Only one fire then needed and no dust or ashes in the living
rooms Estimates free
Ed D. Hannan















The Broadway Methodist Church




in charge will remain here until the
church pastor, Rev, Cheek returns
!the first of next inonth from Waco,
I Texas, wlapere he improving from his
physical breakdown on account of the
long and constant work incident to
the protracted meeting. Mr. Hill wilt
till the pulpil until the others return.
Rev. Cates goes to his home in
Louisville for a rest, before ()reeling.
his meeting at Mayfield.
Sunday the great revival at the
First Baptist church came to a close,
aftdi last evening the usual activity
prevailing around that place was
conspicuous by its absence, after a
continuation daily and nightly since
November loth, since which date
Lotto conversihns were made and
hundreds of acquisitions made to the
congregaVon. Sunday night, the
farewell service continued until an
early hour yesterday ;wining, and
with a departing prayer the scrie;
came to a termination. Rev. Hill,
who has been one of the evangelistg
•
Other Revivals.
The Methodist revival in Mechan-
icsburg will continue through thee
week.
Rev. E. H. Chnninigam of the-
Second 'Second 'Baptist "church wilt
start a protracted meeting at his.
church in a fete. 'weeks, while next
Sunday Rev. T. J. Newell of the
Broadway Methodist church starts a.
series of meetings with assistance of
Rev. T. B. Ciapeppar .of hike, Miss.
Rev. Peter Feilds of the Third street
'Methodist church will not start his
protracted gathering until sometime
next month.
Miss File Newman has returped












The Grandest Opportunity w ourd.  n  willclose out our entire stocks at 114-116-207-213 South Third
street at COST. This is a bonafide sale of an immense stock of Furniture'Ever Offered! It is going to be sold at once. The greatest opportunity ever offered COST.Paducahhouse-
 keepers to furnisl t. Everyerything marked in plain figures. Com: early and avoid






1 Ladd Diggs, Colored, Charged With
Trying to Shoot His .
• Last Night.
••••••
Detective William Inter' eeftitfted
last evening from Louisville, triaging
with him Will Childers, coldred,lilias
"Yellow ,Boy" who escaped from the
county jail here about one month
since. The darky we) being held in
the jail to answer tit tf gt:tind jury,
when be darted out of the door whit:.
the jailer was not looking. The
Louisville people caught him, and for
a while considered prosecuting him
for an old jail Washing ckarge there,
but finally he was turned over to
Slueth Baker and brought back here.
He says he hang arotind Paducah un-
til the night Wm. Augustus was
killed, when he left for Louisville.
Whle beating his way on a freight
_tent at Central City, he fell 
off and
ad`ihrec..finger. cut from his hand
wliteti landed right underneath the
car wheel.
. Ladd Diggs, colored, was ar-
rested. last night by Officers Cross
and Beadles on the charge of getting
after his wife out on Harrison street
and trying to shot her. He is the
negro who shot Nub Briggs, colored,
several years ago.
Mrs. Samar, Up.
Mrs. Sweeney was arrested yester-
day by officer Moore Churchhill on
the charge of stealing a suit of cloth-
ing from the home of Mr. William
Herbst, the telegraph operator, of
. Fourth and Adams streets. Mrs.
Sweeney sold the garments to Mrs.
Oxmont for twenty-five cents and a
night's lofting. WI. Sweeney ie
charged with obtaining money under
false pretenses. She is the little old
'woman who' has given the officers so
ip much trouble of past years, on ac
• 
-
count of her constant drunkenness-
SUED FOR $2,500
HOMPSON. WILSON AND COM-
PANY SUED THE HESSIGS
Thompson, Wilson and company'
filed suit in the circuit court yester-
day against Felix G. Rudolph, ad-
ministrant., of Ida Hessig. Dr. H.
T. Hessig is made co-defendant in
the litigatiou which is for collection of
$2,5coo, plaintiff claims they loaned
liessig aml wifs November 5th,
and which loin was secured
lily note made payable in six months.
None of these notes have yet been
paid
Fishers Bankruptcy.
Yesterday in tne bankrupt court
Eeferee E. W. Ilagby confirmed the
sale of accounts made in the Taylor
CP. Fisher bankruptcy proceeding.
he referee also allowed Lawyer W.
katon the balance of $.6o uupon
is attorneys fee.
HOLLAND CASE.
Yesterday morning -Attorneys John
K. Hendrick, W. M. Reed, James B.
parnett and Samuel Crossland re-
This cit "Yro—ITeWn to
resume the Walter 4olland kifiinq
case that was again taken up by
Jedge Bradburn who came back
from bowling Green where hisewas
called by a message announcing Sat-
urday that a client of his was very
The testimony is now being taken
and not yet finished, althciugh the
lswyers believe at present they can
completit ,10fith this feature of the
trial earlier than at first anticipated.
Former. State Senator Newton Ut-
i
!tee of Eddyvillc, passed through
here yesterday en route to Benton
to give tettimonyi in the proceeding,
while today Superintendent C M.
Lieb of the public schoole here, and
Civil Engineer James Wilcox go GENERAL
down to give expert testimony, from
a mathematical standpoint. It is be-
lieved now the aeguments can be
started tomorrow afternoon.
HOURS LATE
WRECK HELD BACK 6 O'CLOCK
TRAIN SUNDAY EVENING
Messrs. Scott and Dwyer Here Look-
ing Into Proposition of Open-
ing Downtown Office.
The train in here Sunday at 6:to
o'clock from Louisville over the Il-
linois Central railroad, did not get
here until after eleven o'cock that
night on account of a wreck án the
1.ouisvile division holding the pas-
senger back that many hours. It
met at Fulton the north bound train
due here at 1:4o o'clock yesterday
morning.
St. Louis Excursion.
Several hundred people are prepar-
ing to go to St. Louis next Thurs-
day on the annual spring excursion
from this city over the Illinois Cen-
tral.
Downtown Office.
Yesterday the day. was spent here
by Mr. John Scott, assistant gen-
eral passenger agent, and Mr. John
Dwyer, assistant general freight
agent, of the Hinois Central railroad,
looking into the propoeition to open
a downtown ticket and freight of-
fice here for the I. C. In company
with General Agent John T. Dono-
van of the local offices, these two
outside officiali spent thc day going
Alter :the ci(y, and although they
svou)d not state what their recom-
mendation to headquarters av ouid
concerning the question, .s
thought it will favor a centrally lo-
cited office be opened as they ex-
pressed themselves as being willing
to co-operate with local business
men in doing anything for advance-
ment of accomodation. It will be
Some days yet before, a final decision
ie reached in the premises.
Engineer's Ball.
The Brotherhood of Railway En-
gineers of this city has prepared for
its big annual ball that will this year
be given the evening of April 16th at
Hotel Craig, on Fifth and Jefferson
st: eet s.
SICK PEOPLE.
Mr. R. L. Tate's Boy Has Fever at
Home—Col. Van de Male Sick.
Thc little boy of Mr. R. 1.. Tate
of South Thith street has scarlet'
fever.
George Pearl, of ft27 North Ninth,
fell yesterday and broke his arm that
was set by Dr. J. W. Pendley.
Mr. Wilbur D. Martin of the
"Lym nTwine" troupe came here yes-
terday morning from Fulton and
was placed in Riverside hospital suf-
fering from an attack of pneumonia.
He had to leave the company which
shows here Thursday, but he will not
be able to re-join thehi here.
Colonel Victor _Yam de_ Male. thc
meat drummer, is cOnfined with ill-
ness at rooms on Sixth and Nionroe
stre_ts.
Mks. Fanny prinecis 'able to be up
and walking around at Riverside hos-
pital, on crutches, but cannot leave
the institution for quite a while yet.
The Buttorff went to tlarksville
yqteterday and coining back tomor-
row, getts away for Nashville.
The Peters I.ee passer here yester-




ER WANTS TO PUT DOWN
ple last evening at the council meet-
His Outline of Streets Show the Ad-
ditional Territory His Company
Wants to Cover.
In ouslining plans for vast ima
provement to their street railway
system the Stone and Webster peo-
ple last eveniets at the council meets.
ing, through General Manager John.
S Bleecker, asked the municipality
to put up a ftenchise, permittiqg
the company to lay new tracks upon
various new thoroughfares they de-
sire their system to cover over the
c.ty. This is the advance movement
inaugurated, looking towards enlarg-
ing the system and accommodating
many additional territories with car
service.
In his communication to the legis-
lative authorities last evening Mr.
Eleecker said they wanted the city
to put up for sale at public auctiore
a franchise entitling his -company to
lay tracks on Ninth from Clark to
Broadway, on Eighth from Tennes-
see to Claylc, on Fifth from Madison
to Trimble, on Trimble from Fifth
to Sixth, on Tenth from Trimble to
Burnett, on Burnett from Tenth, to
Twelfth and on Broadway froni a
point in middle of the block between
Fifth to Sixth, down Broadway to
Fourth street. In acting upon this
request the council directed the or-
dinance committeee to bring in a
weasure, ordering that the franchise
be put up for benefit of the com-
pany.
Mr. Bleecker said they intended
expending many thousands of dollars
this summer in extending their line!,
and their utmost endeavor War td
put it in the best shape possible. Ile
expects to tear tip the tracks upon
some hf the streets covered at pres-
ent, as he believes some changes in
;his reepect would more convenience
the public as regards quick accom-
modation.
It will be seen by his outline for
the new tracks that all of them will
connect with the main lines now ex-
isting, and help the service in thick-
ly populated vicinities.
Ile will abandon the track on
Madison from Fifth to Sixth, that on
Sixth from Madison to Trimble. also
on Trimble from Tenth to Twelfth,
on Clark from Eighth to Ninth, on
Jackson 'from Sixth to Ninth, on
Ninth from Jackson to Tennessee.
This will leave with a car line the





Gompers of the American Federation
of Labor and Presideut Furuseth of
the seamen's union caused a fourore
before the house committee on
judiciary during the hearing
on the anti-injunction bills by de-
nouncing the Guilbert anti-junction
bil, which is said to have been
4rawn by Commissioner Garfield and
to have the endorsement of President
Roosevelt.
: Of the president's reported en-
doise me di Ifft7T.TtfifieTh- slidr
"If he unifersttinsfs this bill asd
then gives it his eendorsement he is
en enemy to honest labor, strugglin
under adverse conditions for a better
life. Nay, be would be an enemy
to human liberty. We will ,not be-
lieve it"
The Builbcrt bil grants court sit-
ting in equity absolute jurisdiction in
all cases: growing out of labor trou-
bles. The equity proceeds in labor





3 )6 hi erne!
;Owe() "Age se.
EVERY PAIR GUARANTEED
We Make Shoes to Order
309 Broadway, - - Paducah, Ky.
Subscribe for the Register, to cent
per week.
Dr. Hicks' office too Broadway.





Will be keenly appreciated
after a trial by people who suf-
fer from headaches—severe or
mild, occasional or chronic.
They never fail to
GIVE QUICK
RELIEF.







List of new subscribers added by
the East Tennessee Telephone corn-
panes today:
2105—Bryant, G. A., res., 311 Ash-
ook ave.
2i:181—Hurley, Aaron, res., 621 S.
Tenth at.
2138—Martin, A., res., 1115 Jack-
son.
1854-r--Ripley, Jno., Gro., Toth and
Norton.
2208a-Feard, Geo. s., res., 1319 Jef-
ferson, 1
Like other commodities, telephone
service should be paid according to
its value.
We have in the city about 2,800
.bscribera larsfive times as many .11
the Ind pendent Co., outside the city
and within the county we have 63
times as many subscribers as the In
ifeliendent Co. Yeti we will place a
telepitione in your residence at the
same rate the Independent Co. is
supposed to charge and provide in
addition, long distance facilities
witleti will enable you to reaoh fifty
minion people font your home. Call





We Write Anything in Insurance
Office; 306 Broadway Phones:Office 385—Residence 1696
1-incursion—St. Louis.
The Illinoia-Centrai 2. R. will rtin
a special excursion to Si. Louis, kav
ing Paducah Union depot at 8 a. m.,
March 22nd, via Cairo, fare for the
round trip $3.00. Tickets w4I be
good returning for Vdays on regular
trains. No baggage will be checked
on these tickets, nor will they be
honored on sleeping cars. J. T.
Donovan, agent, Paducah, Ky. G. C.
Warfield, T„. A., Union depot. I
One-Way Colonists.
One the same date, one-way we-
ond class tickets will be sold at re-
duced rates to similar territory, and
to Montana, Utah, Washington and
Oregon; also to San Francisco, Los
Angeles and San Diego, Cal., and to
Prescott and Phoenix, Ariz.











Thursday, March 22, 1906
Round Trip $3.00
Ticktts good only on special train
leaving Paducah Union Depot iisso a.
Mkrch 22d, and good returning on
all regular trains to and including
trains leaving St. Louis Union Depot
Monday, March 26th. No baggage
will be checkedt on these tickets, nor
will they be accepted in sletping cars.
For further palticelars apply to
J. T. DONOVAN, agsnt,..
Paducah, Ky






Will bring pleasure to your
home during the long winter
evenings. They are playing
now 'at our store. Come in
and hear teem. Then you'll












Not a drink, but a seasonable prep-
aration especially adapted for coughs
nil colds accompanied by fever as in
La Crripp, etc.
Very Palatable.
50th and 51. Bottles.
BACON'S
DRUG STORES.
7th & Jackson fits. phone sr& Clay Ste., phone 311.
New Factors, Now Ready
too girls Wanted. Clean work







We have any style you








We have any style you






KEW AND INGENIOUS CONTItIVe
ANC= ON LRONCLAD&




• What happens to a battleship when
lite hull is punctured? It usually sinks.
'When H. H. S. C,atuperdovrn plunged
tto the Victoria ten years ago, 
iter went down and 500 lives were
the
a'mt How to prevent such disas-
ters has been a problem ever before
admiralty departments, states the New
Orleans Times-Democrat. That naval
'architects hadn't solved it was made
clear in the recent war between Russia
te.nd Japan. When either a Russian
or s Japanese vessel was struck below
he water line, to the bottom it went.
Constructors of the United States
wavy believe Uncle Sam has now
aolved this problem. The bureau of
Construction and repair has been work-
ling away at it for a long time, but
itests just completed by teei tureeu in-
Wieste that the two new ships Mon-
and North Carolina, now being
Ihnllt at Newport News, will come near-
er to being unsinkable to any vessel
lever before launched.
The solution of the problem is In
ithe perfection of a sytecrn of automatic
!bulkhead doors operating by elec-
tricity, and permitting of closure in
time of emergeney by a single officer
ion the bridge of the ship. The de-
vice has been named the lone-arm"
isysetm, because the long arm cf th
electric wires reach out to save the
ship.
A ship is divided into watertigh.
!compartmente with bulkhead doors
*permitting intercourse between them.
If the ship's hull is punctured, water
vushes in. If the doors are shut, only
the compartment nearest the puncture
.will be flooded. The vessel will still
iSoat. When the Victoria was struck
'her dears were open. The men were
too excited to close them. If the
doors of a ship are automatically
clotted in time of need, the vessel is
unsinkable. That's v.hat the new plan
'comes about as mer to securing as
*amen ingenuity n'S WI.
Hydraulic and pneumatic doors
were tried by our navy department,
but they proved eangerous and im-
practicable. Then Lear Admiral and
INaval Constructor Bowles, now prest-
dent of the Fore River shipyards, con-
salved the idea of operating the doors
by electricity. An electric system was
than developed and has been installed
on 16 of the newest ships. But still
there were defects. The doors were
loo delicate and intricate, many naval
officers thought. The scheme must be
;made simple, and, if possible, lighter.
1The bureau of construction and • re-
pair imposed most severe tests tor
any new system of automatic doors.
The ;Asia of the new plan have just
been completed, and it ia believed that
the two new vessels will, accordingly,
jbe the safest warships afloat.
This is but one of the numerous im-
iprovements which will go on the new
,ships. Safety, safety of the ship end
of the men in her, Is a primary re-
quirements. Besides, the "long-arm"
'bulkhead doors, always ander perfect
control by mains of electricity, greater
safety is the inspiration of dozens' of
improvements that are going into our
mew warship.. One of these Improve-
meats Is a sprinkling device for the
magaines; another is an electrical de-
vice for controlling the tiring of th.
boilers.
Quite the most ingenious of minor
improvements is the portable steering
apparatus lately patentee, eipeeLglly
for use aboard warships. Cripple the
steering apapreaus and the ship is at
the mercy of the elements or human
enemies. This portable steering ap-
paratus, it is claimed, will make it
,possible to direct the ship from any
one of half a, dozen stations by means
of electrical connections there located,
and all communicating with the steer-
ing room, the most carefully protect-
ed part of a warship. The near future
is likely to see the warship with
armored smokestacks and better pro-
tection than the conning tower now
affords for the commander of war ves-
sels in action.
At the moment tte never-ending
competition between shell and ermor
Is slightly in favor of the shell, a
fact due to the new explosive, dennite,
the secret of which Las been obtained
by our government from the inventor.
Turbines probablyv will mark the next
step in warship prormIsion.
------Tbeee ere -only the nmetestriirteg of
'Dew appliances and devices and im-
provements aboard the twentieth cen-
tury warship. There are others, such
es more perfect range finders, better
arrangements for handling ammuni-
tion and improved accommodations for
the comfort of the blue jacket in peace,
and his care when injured in war.
Safer and more numerous hospital sta.
tons are provided for in the new
ships now being planned. Veritably,
there is no end to the demands made
upon the bevel designee.
Danger Signal
Red is the signal for danger every-
where. Even in the far-away Society
islan,'.e, the natives are bound to mini
to the rescue when the red signal light
Is seen. These islanders produce the
light by burning a dried seaweecl, which
gives forth A bright cherry red.
"Blessing of the River."
A curious Roumanian Christigas
custom is tee "bleesing of the river."
A service is held on the bank of the
Danube, end a small wooden cross
thrown In through a bob' in the ice.
A frantic scramble follows to recover
ene relic.
COCKTAIL AT THREE FORKS
Decoction That Was Too Much for
Cowboys end the Mixer Had
te Drink It.
"I was sten Sag in the barroom in a
resort at The Forks," said a travel-
'lig man, "iveaing for the, proprietor
s arrive, in tile hope of placing a
linen .order. While I was waiting,
ewo cowboys, wrapped in fur coats,
their own digrity and a reputation as
the top riders of the country which
stretches away toward the head of
Willow Creek. came into the saloon
and, marching up to the bar, demand-
ed a cocktail.
"The bee-tender looked nonplussed
Der a moment, but he was not to be
shut out, so he grabbed the biggest
glass he could find behind the bar and
immediately got busy. If there was
anything there he missed putting into
that glass, from the salt and pepper
sauce used to favor the beer, to the
snippings from the ends of the cigars
which he found in the cigar cutter, I
could not see and when he had
finally finished had two big bees
glasses full of •‘ixture.
"The boys teeh tasted the beverage.
and It did not taste good. Each had
unlimbered a big gun and, playfully
toying with the weapons, they sug.
gested that the bareender drink his
own mixture. It required some per
suasion, but finally, to avoid trouble
he swallowed the contents of both
glasses. 'Now, make your will, yee
would-be poleonere shouted the punch
ere, and solemnly they put their guru
back where they belonged. treated the
bootee eso the cigars an fs.ded away
into the distance, their horses hitting
(rely the high spots as they disap-
ie -red up the valley.
• 'And I tell you, the impromptu bar
tender had good occasion ti make his
will. For three or four hours he was
the sickest man I ever saw, and it
took, the service,' of a doctor, who
worked over him for an hour or two.
to bring him back to life again."
CASTE IN TNE KITCHEN.
Case of a Cook Who Coulen't Afford
to Reside on Just • Plain
Street
The Lindsay family was moving out
of the old horse on an avenue into a
new house on a fashionable street. At
that critical period the Lindsay cook
gave notice of leseing. The mistress
was in despair, for the cook was •
model one, and bath lived with them
for years, relates the Chicago Record-
Herald.
"It will be so much more convenient
in the new house, Nora, and we have
depended on you so long I don't see
how we can part with you now. At
least tell me why you are going"
Mrs. Lindsay pleaded.
"Well, mem, I have my own reputa-
tion to look after," answered Nora,
"and if I went agin the rules of the
intelligence sassiety I belongs to they
wouldn't give me a reccond in the best
houses, an' then I'd be down and out—
foes?"
"No, I don't see." retorted her mi.
tress, "tell me exactly why you are
giving up a place that has always
suited you for an uncertainty."
"Sure, mean, it's because of the num
tag. You are going to live on a street."
"Yes; one of the finest in the city."
"An' I've always lived on a avenue,
mein. If it was a terrace, or a bout*
yard, I might be willin' to change, but
when me friends found that I was Ile-
Ing on just a street they'd all cut me;
they would, indeed, mem. I draw the
le at a street"
BOOKS WRITTEN IN PRISON
Some of the 'Host Famous Writers
Did Their Best Work B.-
hind Bars.
A publisher was talking about Oacai
Wilde's strange book, "De Profundis,"
with its pathetic decoration of a bill
beating its wings egainst the bars of
cell.
"Wilde's is not the first good book te
have been written in jail," he said
"Jail, in fact, seems to be a good place
to write books in. Literary men gut
pass themselves there.
"John Bunyan wrote 'Pilgrim's Prog
sem' in jail.
"Cervantes wrote 'Don Quixote' is
prison.
"Defoe laid the plans for 'Rebinsor
Crusoe' during a term of confinement
imposed on him for the writing of s
pamphlet called 'The Shortest Way
with the Dissenters.'
"Leigh Hunt wnnte 'Rimini' in jail.
"Sir Water Raleigh, during his 14
years' teiprisonments111—III4
London, wrote his excellent 'History
of the World.'
"Silvio Pellico and Tease both did
their best work in jail."
Sheep in Spain.
There are about 10,000,000 of migrat-
ory sheep in Spain, which each year
travel some 200 miles from the plains
Pa, the mountains. Their march, rest
lag places and behavior are governed
by special regulatioas ,dating from thi
fourteenth teethe?. At certain time.
no one may travel the same route as
the sheep, which have the right U
gram on all open and common land or
the way. For this purpose a road 91
yards wide meet be left on all enclosed
and private property. The shepherds
lead theirfiocks,which are accompanied
by provision mules, and by large dogs
to guard against a night attack b3
wolres.
Theater Banks.
New York is to have • bank, near
the chief theaters, which will be open
all night, so that ladies attending en-
tertainments will be able to deposit




RICH MAN IN THE ARCTIC.
Young Englishman of Means on Ex-
eloring Expedition in Polar
Region.
An enterprising young Englishman
named Alfred H. Harrison started last
summer down the Mackenzie, the great
northern river of Canada, to spend the
winter somewhere In the neighborhood
of its mouth. His winter camp is sup-
posed to be in the delta among the
Eskimo. Next spring he expects to
set out on an. exploring expedition
Into an unknown polar area.
All the maps show a great number
of arctic islands to the north of this
continent But the western part oi
this region has not yet been explored
excepting very near the coast, and
there Is a stretch of about 1,000 mile*,
of sea to the west of Prinoe Patrick
Island and Banks Landing where not
a bit of land is shown.
The Jeannette drifted through the
middle of this region without seeing
land until she got north of the Nee
Siberia islands, where she discovered
three islands. No reason is knows
why there should not be other islands
l and Harrison's purpose is, it possible,
Ito find new lands, should any exist is
I
this part of the Arctic.
Harrison has one advantage ores
most explorers and that is that he Is
▪ man of means. All he had to de
was to 'select his field of work, settle
the bills for his outfit, and go on his
way.
He is bearing the whole expellee
himself, except that he received a Maxi
of scientific instruments from the
Royal Geographical society; and some
of the sledges and other equipment
used by a south polar expedition
'were preseated to him.
The work before him is difficult and
hazardous, but there is every reason
to hope that he may be able to add
something at least to our knowledge
of this unknown area. He is an ex-
perienced traveler, and has trained
himself very thoroughly to carry out
his work on scientific lines. He has
a number of excellent assistants and
expects to buy dogs of the Eskimos
In the Mackenzie delta.
According to our present knowl-
edge, it is doubtful et the more north-
ern arctic waters in this region con
tain any islands. Not tar north of
Franz Josef Land Dr. Nausea came
upon a sea with soundings of 3,000
fathoms.
It la believed that this deep sea ex-
tends over the whole of the north
polar area to within 100 or 160 miles
of the continents. If this is the case,
no land is likely to be found, except
on the continental shelf, where the
soundings rarely exceed 300 fathoms
If Harrison discovers new islands, the
probability is that he will find them
setthin 200 miles of the coasts col
North America or Asia.
FARE WAS PARTICULAR.
Humane Young Woman Gave Cabby
a Most Unpleasant Sen-
sation.
The young woman was about to take
a ride in a cab. She was evidently a
humane young person, because, when
the driver of the vehicle brought it at
her signal, she proceeded to quesUoa
him, relates the Baltimore News.
"Has your horse done much work to-
day?" she asked.
"Met's just come out of his Mabee,
lady," replied that person, mends,
clonsly.
The girl felt the quadruped's sides
"He seems to be very warm,"- she
7entured.
"Yessum; his stable's warm. He's
neap more comfortable trotting about
than he is in his box stall."
The young women peered at ha
hoofs.
'Are hie shoes all right" she asked.
"Sere," said the driver. "We
have a veterinary who shoes the
horses every morning before they
come out of the stable, anti every
sereningebiefore they go in."
"Is be very old?" faltered the girl,
gingerly prodding the horse's' up in
r, vain attempt to see his teeth.
"Tnat h..as Stet nothing mores a
volt, miss." responded the driver, Wi-
ly: --nig Min- boon -M Tiernan
usorein a year. But he has the sweet
disposition far sure,' and he's as
steady as an old boss. He's a regular
kitten for geetleness and spirits."
The young woman smiled' as one
/he feels that she has done all she
can in the cause of humanity. "Well,'
she said, "don't drive fast" and
%topped into the vehicle.
"If there's anything I bate it is to
talve these S. P. C. A. ladies a-riding."
tolitilded the driver in a growl to a fel-
low cabman as he adjusted his reins.
"Every time I try to make this old
brute trot a bit now she'll' be poking
up the trap and a-screaming at me.
E sure do hope his shoes'il stay on till
I get her wherever she's a-going."
Friends tor Self-Defense.
Jtnks---1 tell you what it is, there Is
iothing like having lots of friends.
Winks—I presume not
Jinke—No, sir. As soon as I lose a
legs my friends go all around ,hunting
a new place for me so as to save ter
the trouble of borrowing from them.—
Is y Stories.
CZAR MADE A COCKTAIL
New York Doctor Taught Him the
Trick and_7113u_e .W as an Apt
Pupil.
"The present czar of Russia learned
the art of making an American cock-
tail from an American physician," said
a man in an uptown saloon where he
was sipping the Old-fashioned tipple.
"I have that from the physician him-
self," relates the New York Sun.
"Not only that, but I sipped a cock-
tail made from the same formula, out
of a handsomely carved cup which bore
an inscription from the donor, who at
the time was czarevitch, and which
had c8ntained the stirrup cup drunk
at the last meeting between the Rus-
sian heir apparent and the American
doctor.
"The doctor was a few years ago
practicing in a city in western New
York. He was once an attache of the
Russian court and had some appoint-
ment, I have forgotten what, later on.
"One eveaing, when he had been
called to see the czarevitch, the talk
ran to American drinks. The new
doctor carried Ms own stock of Amer-
ican liquors. He spoke of the Ameri-
can cocktail which at that time, was
the most called for mixed drink at the
bar.
"The czarevitch was amused at the
name. He thought it was • Joke. The
Yankee doctor assured him It was not.
"The estrevitch said be eretild like
to try the driak. The doctor brought
in his ingredients and prepared a
cocktail in the preilisom of the mare
vitcle who was intensely Intimated
When he bad tasted it he went into ec-
stacMs and called for more.
"After be had sampled several cock-
tails he prepared to make the mixture
himself, and learned with tench more
ease than than he has learned some
other things since.
"When the American doctor was
leaving St Petersburg the csarevitch
had ascended the throne. The physi-
cian asked leave to pay his respects
and was accorded an audience.
-The emperor reminded him that he
was an expert in mixing the Ameri-
can tipple, and thereupon they re-
paired to a private room where the
czar of all the Russets produced some
American whisky and the ingredients
to wort out a cocktail. The czar
mixed drinks for the two like a regular
barkeep and enjoyed it.
"The czar assuned the doctor that it
was the greatest bracer he ever took.
But then, you know, royalty lays on
Its praise and compliments with s
trowel. However, the doctor was
probably the only American who evet
had the ruler of Russia mix and give
him • coektall."
RAPID GROWTH OF ANTLCRS
Those of Wapiti Become Wonderful
Structure in Four Months'
Thaw
About the end °flits winter—that is
in mid-Marcb—the antlers of the yeat
before break off flush with their base
an inch or more above the skull; Inn
ally they are found close together
showing that they fell near:y at the
same time. writes Ernest Thompson
Beton, In Scrit-ner's Magazine
At first the place of each antler Ii
a broad, rsw spot In a* few days ii
shows • thick rounded pad of blood
gorged skin. This swells rapidly and
in a fortnight the great bulbous fuzzy
horn beginning has shut up to a height
of several inches. At exactly the right
time, place and ire are the right direc-
tion a bump comes forth to be the
(ouldation at the brow tine.
In a few more days the bee tine is
projected by the invisible arcaltrct.
IA a month the stincture is nearly a
foot high and all PnvelOpei in a
turgid mass of feverish, throbbins
blood vessels—the ecaffoleing and
workmen of this surorising street:are
Night and day the wo-k Is pas:Jed wit:
astounding speed, ano in fcefr month.
this skyscraper is ilete'eed—a vo,nder
fel structure, Indeed, for a score of
nature's tercets have t tiled, a myriaJ
of invisible worimun I a.es done tacit
part and an edifice that according to
ierdinerY ittlea  a• • eld  _have sateen_ _a
lifetime is here rushed through in a
summer and all in absolute aileace.
August sees the building done, but ii
Is still cluttered with scaffolding. The
supplies of blood at the base are re
duced and finally dIscentinued. The
antler is no longer in vital touch with
the animal; it begins to die. The sea
sitivenese leaves each part, the vel-
vet covering soon dries, cracks and'
peels, and the stag assists the process
of clearing off the skin by scraping his
horns on the brtteltiteoode Seirteralet
sees him fully artlaird 46 his Spears of
dead bone, strong 111 body, glorying In
his weapons and his strength, and
ready to battle with all corners.
One of the New Year Failures.
gagiey Heap—We might all well dis-
solve partnership and go out of busi-
ness. For the last year we have had
to hie on faith and muitard, andl
tired of It.
Solon Boddey—So am I. The trouble
is that you've been furnishing the
faith and I've had to contribute the
Trthase.  •
FEMININE WOMAN
-I notice," observed the square.
jawed, pug-nosed man, who didn't look
as If he'd know the difference between
the higher and nobler and .• load of
steam coal—"I notice that the bank
advertising ends of some of the maga-
sines publish a testimonial as to the
merits of a certain brand of unscent-
ed toilet soap, written by one of the
short-haired ladies who has been do-
ing her little bit during the past half
century or so toward obtaining the
franchise for women.
"The picture of the woman who
tikes the unscented soap is run with
tbe ad, and her testimonial is surely
• heap fulsome and gushy for a pure-
ty voluntary contribution.
"In the course of her remarks in
the testimonial she says this: 'I ab-
hor a perfumed woman.'
"I'm going to take, with your kind
permission, a short-arm biff at that
remark of here about the perfumed
Woman.
"I'm a regular bug over a well-per-
fumed woman,
"To me a perfumed woman Is the
real thing in femininity.
"The daintily perfumed woman, who,
when she swishes past you, has some-
thing about her that makes you vague-
ly recall the old honeysuokle-eovered
porch that you knew a quarter of a
eentury ago—she's the one for tete!.
She carries with her the suggestion of
esphedelian meadows and starlit dells.
the cool aroma et cornfields at desk.
"She swirls by you and leaves is
roar heart a little chiming bark to the
wild roses that you picked on your
gray to the old crick where you
in sternum'''.
"When the daintily perfumed wo-
man frou-froes In or out of your office
you sort o' elm back to tbose old
moraings of your kidhood when the
lust-awakened dawn smelt ao sweet
after you'd turned out early to chop
the kindling wood for the kitchen fire
"She's .feminine, the well-perfumed
woman; that's aU.
"I want 'em feminine all the was
through for sine.
"Like 'em to wear unsanitary clothes
and things. I never gave two looks at
a woman wearing these so-called com-
mon-sense clothessand shoes and such
gear, and I never met any other man
that did. I want 'em to wear just as
high heels as ever they blame please
to wear, and the tighter and straighter.
front their corsets why, the better It
cults me. The atayleas woman looks
like a combination of an Ellis Island
immigrant and a fat lady out of a
Ruben' picture to me, and the woman
with eat-heeled shoes of the so-called
common-sense kind looks to me as If
she ought to be a policeman, or merl-
ins the hod, or something like that.
"Me for the wornanay woman.
"Gimme • lyre, or a harp. or a fa-
gelkorn, or a kazoo, or any old th'ng,
that may sing ,the glories and the
praises of the purely feminine woman!
"She was here in the world's early
(lawn, and she's going to be right here.
alongside of us, I hope, whea we're
having $1.39 round-trip excursions to
Mars!
"I never could see the woman who
wears men's bob-nailed shoes, and see
panders, and sueh like. and who flags
scented DOUG and perfumes and things
of that kind because die considers 'em
too womaaish.
"All of the adorableseem of women
consists in their femininity.
"It's because every once la • while
she gets her household work done
early so she can 'go upstairs and have
a good cry,' it's because she macerates
us into pulp with her 'because;' it's be-
cause she admits our premises and de-
nies our conclusions; It's because sheet
packer her lips for baby talk when sh•
sees an infant a block away; it"s be
cause she loves roses and lately Meng,
tad two dollars-a-pound candy; It's be-
es:sae she gives us the reproachful eye
only when we ought to be sewed up in
a blanket and clubbed to the verge of
the other world; It's because she'll die
and delve and scrape and scrap for bet
husband and her little ones until ley
valet-Wes hang from the roof of Tar
(area; It's because she dabs at her eve
with a little wad of a handkerchief ue
II her nose is red when she sees ha
man adffering—it's just because she's
feminine, pal, and a hull, big heap bet-
ter from every point of view than w,
are just because she is feminine. that
Fhe has us on the dead lope, ere plum
;oco over her, ever since the days ol
the shepherd king of Egypt!
"If they want to perfume themselvee
let 'em. I, for one, like 'em perfumed
Let 'em do any of the old feminine
things that they want to do. There,
pretty nigh al w-ayie rtghtetaktag -̀ em cm
manse, and they don't.make half as
many mistakes as we men do.
"(live me • lute, that I may chant of
the physical. mental, moral and spirit-
ual loveliness of the perfumed, who is
be typically feminine woman! Here's
bopia' that she'll be with us till ths
end of the world, and afterward!
That's me!"—Washington Star.
Large Group of Sun Spots.
The officials at the naval observe,
tory announce that a large group of
bolar. spots was observed with the
photobellograph at that institution
The group bee advanced about two
day5 upun the else of the sun visible
in this vicinity and is located,an *pap
latitude. The group can be seen be
the risked eye. but with a telescope a
is resolved into a mass of small spots,
closely grouped together. Thiele the
largest sun spot visible since last
spring.
Feared the Worst
The Parson—Why are you down-
mud? Does not the future look bright
to you?
Th.. ()Ong • -yep. Illazingl—
011eveland lessahei.
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: AN ANCIENT INDIAN JAR.
Rare Specimen of Crockery Recently
1)iscovered in the State of
New York.
---
R. Nor-racks, of Fonda, N. Y., while
stalking deer during the last hunting
season at the Little Falls of the upper
waters of the eacondaga, near Lake
Platys caught in a heavy downpour
of rain, was-obliged to seek shelter
from the storm under tbst ledges of the
Little Falls. While sitting there his
attention was attracted to what seemed
to be a round, brown boulder partly ,
covered with moss. Carelessly strile '
Lug it it gave forth a hollow sound. Hit
curiosity being excited, he dug away
the earth with his hunting knife and
soon laid bare a symmetrically formed
earthen jar.
The jar stands ten inches high. At
Its largest circumference it measures
30 inches, and at its smallest 20 Inches.
The circumference of the top or mouth
of the jar is 24 inches.
The vessel on the inside bears *Ivor
of use, but the outside shows no trace
of fire, as is usual in Indian jars. The
bottom is rounded. The ornamenta-
tion around the top Is of the usual
style of the Mohawk pottery—that is,
• aeries of Straight and diagonal lines
The jar still bears the moss that had
gathered on the rouuded bottom that
was exposed above the earth.
The jar is a well preserved specimen
of Mohawk pottery, and is raze on se,
Mutt at the shape of the tog, which Is
deld In three curves, forming three
points, Which give It a triangular ag
pearsace.
It is a singular fact that the three
largest specimens of Indian pottery
• bt Oki valley Were fonalit in the
lake region of the foothills of the
Adirondack's—the Richmond jar, the
Hanson jar and the Horracks jar.
The Horracks jar is In the possessicre
of W. Max Reid for the present and is
an interesting study. It is not as large
as the Hanson jar, but to those Inter
eared In the life and affairs of the
'original Americans" is of equal value
--, OLD-TIME RUSSIAN REPUBUC
Genuine Republicanism Obtained with
Everyone on Equal
Footing.
It is nog generally known that the
revolutionists, bent on making Russia
a republic, are grounding their belief
that the Muscovites will accept this
form of governmeot on the fact that
at one time there were a number of
republics In the present absolute em-
pire. Chief among them, says the &re
rier-Journal, was tier republic of Nov-
gorod, embracing the immense territory
from the White sea and Dvina to the
Volga and the Sea of Pelpua. Other
republics were the states of Pekoff.
Vjatka and others. They lost their In-
dependence at the end of the fifteenth
century to the grand duke of Moscow.
In these Russian republics of old
real republicanism obtained, according
to the propaganda literature of the
revolutionists, now scattered broadcast
over Russia. The poorest citizen had
as much voice In the government as
the richest; absolute majority at the
polls decided all questions of interior
and foreign affairs. When an official
was accused of wrongdoing all the cit-
izens sat in judgment on him and de
cided by their votes whether be should
be retained or should lose his °Mei&
bead. The minority had to submit to
the majority in all things, and the
▪ president or prince, as he was called
elected for several yearn, held office
only' with the proviso that he could be
dismissed at a moment's notice if be
misbehaved. Even the clihrth author-
ities and the priests were elected by
popular vote, and all had to submit to
dictation from the polls.
1. •
WORRY OF LEARNED MEN.
The Lectern 'llypothesie a Source
of Mach Concern te
Electricians.
It apparently matters much to the
professors what matter is. Prof
Wind, of the University of Utrecht, ex
poends the electern theory, which may
mean revolutions. It is pointed out
that It by progress of experiment and
theory the eiectern hypothesis in its
ultimate form should continue to gals
ground, If It finally should prove un-
avoidable to accept the view that mat
ter consists entirely of electrons, mast
and momentum would cease to be
what they now are In our Ideas, quan
'titles strictly Invariable. The pre&
-leettore-onel-eonildeaee with -which eel
once has for centuries aimed at a de
scription of the phesical universe Is
terms only of matter and rnotiop were
based chiefly, though ihalf unconscitece
on the idea of mass and momentum
lbeing invariable, Images or pietures ei
Invariable elements of reality Reel!.
This idea, says .tho Chicago Trtbune,
Ihoolamental to our whole mechanical
oconeoption of nature, weak' %brink into
as illusion In the light of the pew
theory. A. great' advantage would be
that whereas It now seeenA almost
hopeless te involve electramagnetle
phenomena lin a description In terms
only of meteor and motion, the unity
,destred in our pietere of the physical
world would then be secured by puttins
It in terms of eleeteras and motion.
How She Came.
She had just arrived from a journey.
On the seat by her and on the one in
front had been two nice-looking men
with whom she wOld ,not have ob-
jected to coaversime frop sheer weari-
ness. But they had somehow failed
to avail the erelves of their opportuni-
ty to talk eft., pretty girl.
"Did ybu come by easy stages?" ID.
mitred a friend.
Recalling the two silent fellow v•iy-
eget*, she replied with 4a shrug:
"No, by slow coachcz!"—N. 0
Times-Democrat.
RING THE CURSE OF SPAIN
Simple Band Is Known as "Idephise I
to's" and Brings Misfortune
to Dynasty.
There is always a distinction and a
tort of pride in possessing something
which no one else has, even if that
something is reputed to be a dispenser
of misfortune and history can show
Mat the possessor is sure to get Into
"rouble through it. Until very re-
cently the Spanish royal family was
In this unenviable position and this
Lasted from about the middle of the
sixteenth century until after the time
of the Spanish-American war.
This unique but unfortunate posses-
sion Is nothing more or less than an
innocent-looking but rather wonder-
ful ring, and because it is reputed to
be the carrier of Ill luck it has been
dubbed "Mephisto's ring." In appear-
ance it is similar to an ordinary mar-
riage band of solid gold with the ex-
ception that it is set with a large and
perfect emerald, the center of which
has been hollowed out and contains
a ruby so cut as to St exactly. Around
these at the edge of the emerald are
alternately set pearls and diamonds of
about the ides of pin heads.
Although this ring is said to be
quite valuable and to have a wonderful
history attached to it, no ens can be
found in Spain who is willing to take
It even as a gift, and this because it
Is aniversally known what "blephistres
ring" meaas.
This evil °rainiest came into Span-
iel 10•11•111111OSA the time of the nip
of Philip IL. bat bow ao oaf seems
to balpIr. istory Sella that during the
rid& of this mosarch sad those of
his 1111144,110111. Philip III. tad Philip
IV., the eountry was slowly but surely
ea the decline. This ring was In the
possession of all these kings. From
the reign of Philip IV. to that of
Charles IV, the ring cannot be traced,
but it then again springs Into exist.
ence, and history tells of the die
estrous war* between Spain and Bag
land during the time of the last-named
monarch.
Next Philip's son, who ascended the
Spanish throne as Ferdinand III., is
taken prisoner by Napoleon and the
Spanish throne Is given to the brother
of the French emperor. Then comes
tne Carliat rebellion under Ferdinand's
daughter, Isabella II., and the banish
meat of Queen Christina; the war with
the Moors; the banishment of Queen
Isabella in 1168; the general scenes
of anarchy and bloodshed during the
years of 1871 and 1874, and finally the
quarrels between Spain and her colts
ales, which resulted in the disastrous
Spanish-American war.
At the time of the commencement of
the recent war between Spain and the
United States this ring was presented
by the I-epeeist royal family to a
church In the hope that having a re-
ligious institution aa its owner its evil
effects would be averted. This did
nothing toward changing its Influence,
for almost immediately after its recep-
tion by the church this house of wor-
ship was burned to the ground, and
the ring was thereupon returned to
Its donor.
It was then given to a museum, but,
like the church, this was also destined
to receive harm, for it was twice (a
thing said never to happen) struck by
lightning. The ring was again re-
turned to the Spanish royal family.
where It remained for soros time. The
last defeat of the Spanish army and
nary is claimed to be due to this ring.
At present no one will take the re
rponsibility of the ownership of this
Jewel, so It has been placed in a strong
box and secretly burled.
Explosive Gems.
It Is not uncommon for a diamond
to explode soon after It reaches the
surface; some have been known to
burst in the pockets of the miners or
when held in the warm hand, and the
loss is the greater because large stoner
are more !fable to explode or fly in
pieces than small ones. Valuable
stones have been destroyed In this
way, and it is whispered that cunning
dealers are not averse to allowing re-
sponsible clients to handle or carry In
their warm pockets large crystals
fresh from the mine. By way of safe-
guard against explosion some dealers
Imbed large diamonds In raw potato
to insure safe transit to England.—
London Chronicle.
Eclipse in Malta.
An engineer who viewed the recent
eclipse of the sun from his station in
Malta thus deecribes the effect of the
darkness on tire inhabitants of that Is-
land: "The Maltese nearly went mad
with fright, thinking the world was
coming tit" an end. All the people of
the village where I am living ran Into
the church. while some rang the
church bells anti ',nine even 'red off
large equibs (something or the fire-
works tribe, I mean), but It was all
over in about a quarter of an hour
and than the Maltase 'left the church
and made their way back to their
houses, still looking very much
seared." .
Coaled His Bluff,
Miss Cutting—I have often wondered
why you have never dabbled In litera-
ture, Mr. Glibb.
Mr. Glibb—Ale you flatter me, Mist
Cutting.
"Not at all!" said she. "If I could
;Tin off fairy tale' as easily as you
can, I should certainly try to put
them into book form!"—Detroit Free
Press.
Retail Graft.
"Well," said the optimist, "there are
at least two senators who won't do any
grafting this megaton."
"Oh, I don't know," growled the
confirmed pessimist. "They'll both
leak, a Pretty goo + relre-off on their
reiltage."--Ceicego Sun,
Poet with the Dough.
Society Dame—Who is that young
man who is so attentive to you now?
Great Belle—He is a poet.
Society Dame—Mercy on us! And do
you, the proud daughter of a hundred
millionaires, propose to throw your-
self away on a poor, miserable starve-
ling of a poet?
Great Belle—Oh, he isn't that kini
of a poet; he writes trade advertise-
ments in verse.
Society Dame—Y n , own daugh-
ter, after all; avi:: hi-.a to dinner.—Tit-
Bits.
OUT OF THE QUESTION.
Lesions Person—Would you run on
in errand for me, little boy?
James—Sorry, mum, but I'm a bit un-
dies' weight an' me football trainer has
recommended mita' off fer a fliw days.
—Chicago News.
Pastoral.
The farmer sows his crop
And the good wife sews his clotkpal
The farmer darns the weather
And his good wife darns his hose.
The farmer pitches in the hay;
But should he cross her whim,




Sharpe—Are you going to dress up
for the carnival?
Muggins—Yes, I'm going as Charles
the Second.
Sharpe—Charles the First would
have been • lot better for you.
Muggins—Why?
Sharpe—Because you'd need no head.
Let Bygones Be Bygones.
'Times have changed," said the mel-
ancholy citizen. "Things are not what
they used to be."
'Well," answered the man who takes
the world as he nods it, "what do you
want to do? Go back six or eight
months and tend the furnace and ahoy-
el snow ?"—Washington Star.
Queer Girl.
Tess—Hasn't she finished that love-
story yet?
Jess—No; she reads very carefully,
and scrupulously, you know.
Tess—Does she?
Jess—Oh! awfully; why, she even
reads all the descriptions of sunsets and
all that.—Philadelphia Press.
Worse and More of It.
"Gee, but I'm unlucky!"
"What's the trouble?"
"My wife drove me out of the house
with a club, and I don't dare to go
back."
"Too bad"
"And now she's suing me for deser-
tIon."—Cleveland Leader.
Correct.
Teacher—What is a synonym?
Pupil—A word that has the same
meaning as another word.
Teacher—And why does our lan-
guage possess synonyms?
Pupil—So you can use one when you
don't know how to spell the other
one.--Cleveland Leader.
What They Hiss,
Flats—lt is said that elephants are
subject to rheumatism.
Sharps—Well, they are spared one
horror of the disease anyway.
Flats—What is that.
Sherps—They don't have to listen to
people who have a sure cure for ft.—
Chicago News.
Satisfied.
"Can't see why you're so smitten
with her."
"Malys _because . she's so deucedly
pretty."
"Beauty's only skin deep."
"Well, great Scott! I'm no cannibal.
That's deep enough for mer!"—Cleve.
land Leather.
Cut Rates,
Dr. Qiinclterlyt cu don't mean to
esy that old Sa bones charged you
$15 for amputating your arm?
The Victim—That's what he did.
Dr. Qtatekerty—Why In the world
didn't you send for me. I'd have cut
both Voir arms off for $10.—Chicage
sews.
Solved.
"Why did, Mahammed go to the
mountain?"
"He thought he could get better
rates there than at the seashore"—
Clevc:and Leader.
His Modesty.
"Haven't you got antisd, honest, Iii-
corruptible man In your city Who
would he an ornament to this office?"
"Sere, but I don't want the office."
—licuston Post.
Saved Him Trouble.
"Has Dubbs made up his mind to
marry that widow?"
"It wasn't necessary; the Inlyle
ear mind."—Houston Post
Troubles of the Rich.
Oil Marnate--Ah, my boy, a adb
lIonaire's position is a hard one.
Skeptical Friend—In what way?
Oil Magnate—If I hoard my wealtl
they say Fru a skinflint, and if I give
my money away they say I am trying
to ease my guilty conscience.—Tibi
Bits.
A Genius.
"Yes. I think my new son-in-law has
a genius for finance."
"Has he been making money on
stocks?"
"No; but he's just got home after a
three weeks' vacation, with $7.50 in
cash."—Chicago Record-Herald,
Irresistible.
"I saw Grumby talking to you yea
terday. I thought you said he never
spoke to you any more?"
"He doesn't, usually, but he noticed
I had a cold, and he couldn't resist the
temptation to tell me an unfailing rem-
edy for it."—Cleveland Leader.
Natural Aptitude.
"What profession will your son fol.
tow?"
"Haven't decided! If his hair is imps
daily luxuriant I'll advise him to be
musician. If his beard is particularly
heavy I'll tell him to be a physician."—
Washington Star.
szczaTa.
She—They've been secretly engager
for a year.
He—How do you know?
She—Why, she's told almost every,
body—Chicago Journal.
The Modern Jack Horrier.
Little Jack Horner
Sat In the corner,
An Just why la
The corner he sat
Is quite easy to guess.
I'm obliged to confess.
'Twas the only place
Left In the flat.
—Judge.
A Call Loan.
The Inexperienced One (on Atlantis
User, second day out)—By George! But
the sea certainly gives a fellow a great
appetite..
The Experienced One—Not gives, my
boy—merely lends.—Puck.
Reassured.
"You haven't married me just to spite
somebody, have you?" she asked, looking
anxiously up into his honest blue eyes.
"No, dear," he absent-mindedly re-
plied. "I took you for your money
alo n e. -jteco rd- H era I d.
On Strike,
Jim—Say, Moike, is Pat out on
shtrike?
Mike—Yis. He shtruck fer more pay,
thin he shtrnek th' boss, thin he shtruch
• cop, an' now he's shtrikin' shtone in th'
penitentiary.—Judge.
Why He Did It.
"He must think a lot of his horse."
"Why?"
"Because he named her after his wife."
"That horse Is a confirmed kicker, and
the hardest horse to mat age that he has
got."—Honston Post.
• Recrimination.
The Auto—I don't balk, or run away
or shy at harmless things in the roaci
Yah!
The Horse—And I don't break down,
or explode, or turn turtle over bridges
Yah!—Chicago Sun.
All Ti Revealed.
"Do you hel.eve it is true that half
the world doeso't know how the other
half lives?"
"No. They're building all the apart-
ment houses with el- shafts now."—
Cleveland Leader.
Fairly Rolled in It
"Our office boy dropped into poetry
yesterday."
"How was that?"
"The literary editor kicked him into
the Waste basket) "—Cleveland header.
The Kind Sha Wanted.
Lady—Do you think this medicine
would do my husband any good?
Druggist—I'm sure of it, madam.
Lady—Hum! What other kinds have
you got?— Judge.
Poor Ground,
Reuben Hayseed—That's awful poor
ground tn Deacon Iferdup'a farm.
Roger Turnlptop—I shad say so! Of
3, dry year you can't raise an umbrella
on its—Judge.
Mean Thing!
Susie--Just thInkr Tom says there
Isn't a girl in town with a complexion
like mine. • • '
Lucie—Isn't he the knocker?-8-Cleve..
land Leader.
A Specious Pleader.
He—Kissing is a sure cure for
freckles.
She--I have no freckles.
He—Set. It is a tine preventive —Chi.
C3g0
COMPLEXION AND TRAVEL
How One's Beauty and Temper Can
Be Maintained in Spite of the
Dust arra Dirt.
ANIOUNCEMENTS
!mak Centrdi k. R.
Kenn more important than a kuowls
edge of how to appear well grooloicil
hen at, home is the umiciatandiug et The Illinois Central n..iiit,,,ns doa-
how to make the best of oneself whet ble daily service, and operates the
traveling. It is at such a time as this beet of trains, %vit.:. i'sisitig Cars, Ruf-
Lhat even more care than 1.1.3ua1 is nee- let-Library Car,, criair Cars and
essary, tor what with risst and grans Sleeping Cars, from Chicago, St.
and perspiration the average wwuaa i Louis, Cinc'erriiii and Louisville
soon loses all claims to I eauty. Lace read for reacieng the Winter Torir
of proper sleep is alt..) o,en added to ist resorts of the South, including
the already long list Li discomforts, New Orleans, Vicksburg,
and so, unisss my lady is really ‘'ery
clever, she is apt to discover that she
resembles nothing even approsciong
good looks when sha alights from the
-.rain to greet her loving though criti-
cal friends.
Much of the mortification attendant
upon such a condition could be avotael
by the expenditure of just a little ea-
tra effort. For instance, a small case
Ghoul.] be included in the list of neces-
sities, and this should contain six or
eight wide-mouthed bottles in which
the creams, powder and lotions may
be carried. If the journey is to be a
long one, the lotions may be carried in
Havana Via New Orleans,
Havana, Cuba, is best reached via
the Illinois Central through service
to New Orleans and the new oceita
liner, twin-screw, nineteen knot
S. S. Prince Arthur
leaving New Orleans every Wednes-
day at coo p. m. and arriving at
Havana at sunrise Friday morning.
Hot Springs, Ark., Florida.
Daily Sleeping Car without change
Chicago to Hot Springs, with con-
nections at Memphis from Cincinnati
a concentrated form and used by add- and Louisville,
lug an extra amount of water on the
train.
Of course it goes without saying thet
the wise woman of to-day Is sufficiently
Informed to avoid the use of soap and
water entirely for the purpose of clean-
ing her face at such times. True.
grime and tiny bits of coal and cin-
ders will fly about and imbed them-
selves in the skin in the most delib-
erate and tantalizing fashion, and natte
ally the first impulse of the afflicted
one is to vanish in the direction of
the lavatory for the purpose of remov-
ing these disfiguring additions. Un-
fortunately, however, the use of so
much scrubbing and rubbing only
serves to irritate the skin, makes the
face tender and thus renders it impos-
sible to keep the complexion in any-
thing like a pleasing condition.
The use of the lettuce cream for
eleansing has been so often described
that it will not be necessary to repeat
the description, but there are other
methods with which the readers are
sot so familiar, and one of these is irr
the use of pure almond meal mixed
with a simple solution, the formula for
which has often appeared before. This
*emedy is made by adding to six ounces
of rose water the juice of one lemon,
one dram of borax, and one-half dram
ef glycerin. A few drops of tincture of
benzoin may also be added if desired.
It is employed by mixing it with the
almond meal into a thin paste, and
then spreading It carefully over the
Face and neck and allowing it to remain
'or a few moments. This can easily
be arranged even when traveling by
first of all cleansing the face with the
lettuce cream and then applying the
paste, and allowing it to remain while
•
the greater part of the toilet is being
completed. This paste may then be
washed off carefully, a good powder
dusted on, and the skin will look as
refreshed and improved as though a
good masseuse had been expending ef
'oda upon it
For those who have not the patience
'o experiment with the paste and who
eeriest in frequent ablutions, the al-
mond meal itself, sprinkled in the ea-
en, will be found to be excellent: is
place of soap.
BAMBOO FERN STAND.
Et Is laio.ly Ccastructed and Makes
an Att_active Rustic Ornament
for the House.
This is an easily-constructed stand
hat costs but very little. It may he
made either of bamboo or rustle
sranches. The bamboo can be bought
it almost any oil and color dealer's,
and at most furnishing warehouses
Three lengths of suitable height are
CAN BE MADE AT HOME.
Through "Dixie Flyer" Sleeping
Car Line St. Louis to Jacksonville
south to New Orleans. The best
via Nashville, Chattanooga and At-
lanta.
'TOUR EUROPE FREE.
The Courier-Journal to Take Nine-
teen Young Women Abroad As
Its Quests.
The Courorr-journal Is conducting
a popularity contest that eclipses any-
thing of the kind ever promoted in
this section. Briefly, the Courier-
Journal proposes to take on a seven
weeks' tour abroad nineteen young
women from Kentucky and Southern
Indiana, al) expenses paid, from the
day the party leaves Louisville, July
12, until it returns to "The Old Ken-
tucky Home," August 29. To give
all a chance the Courier-Journal has
divided Louisville and Kentucky and
Southern Indiana into eighteen dis-
tricts, and the most popular young
woman from each district is to be the
one to make the toms The' nine-
teenth y',uilg woman is to be selected
in antler way. Readers of the
Courier-Journal are to select th..
guests for the paper, by ballot. It is
estimated that the trip alone will
cost the Courier-Journal about ers,-
000 to say nothing of incidental and
other necessary expnses. There may
be a young woman from this section
vehe is a candidate for this tour.
Write the Courier-Journal, Louisville,
Ky., 1- 2 list of candidates and full







Queen & Crescent Route
"Florida Limited"—Leaving Louis.-
vible at 8 a. m. daily connects at
Danvilde, Ky., with solid train of
Pullman sleepers and vestibuled
coaches via Chattanooga and Atlanta,
arriving at- Jacksonville at 8:50 a.
m. and St. Augustine ro a. m. next
day, without change. Dining cat
i serves all meals en route."Florida Special"—Leaving Louis-
ville 7:45 P. In., carries 
observations
sleeper daily except Sunday, Louis-
ville to St. Augustine, without
change via Chattanooga and Atlanta,
arriving at Jacksonville at 8:50 p.
m. and St. Augustine at to P. m.
next day. From Danville this is
solid train of drawing room steepen,
composite car, obsers'ation car, etc.
Dining car serves all meals en route,
Via the "Land of th.e. Sky"—Pull-
man sleeper leave's Louisville at 7:e3
 p,„__ne__Ilaily, running through to
Knoxville, where connection is madir
at 9:35 a. m. with through sleeper
to Jacksonville, via Asheville, Co-
lumbia and Savannah, arriving al
Jacksonville at g a. m.
required, and two circular pieces of
Rood. Holes must be burnt in the
bambOo, then long brass strews are
paged Into the boles and screwed into
the wood. The wood should be stained
ar painted, and the edge, if liked, may
be finished with fancy gimp, fixed on
by tacks.
When Gentleman Precedes.
At the theater the gentleman pre
cedes the lady and stands at the en-
trance to 'their seats to allow her to
pass in first. The same at church. The
sentlemen takes the' lead also in leav-
ing. He will assist the lady in putting
m her wraps before he puts on his
iwn overcoat.
With Large Hips.
The woman with the large hips
should have her long coat almost
IfiNuiter Tourist Tickets
Good returning until May 31st, dl"
now on sale r ow rates.
Variable fours
Going via Asheville and "Land oi
the Sky" and "Sapphire Country"
and returning via Atlanta and Chat..
tanooga or vice versa.
For the "Land,of the Sky," "Win-
ter Homes," rather handsomely il-
lustrated booklets, folders, rates, etc.,
addres: an:, aw-rt outlotrn
Railway or C. H Ilterford, D.
P. A., Louievillee KY.77,-. B. Allen,
A. G. P. A., St. Louis, W. C.

















Is an essay by the eminent
Authority Willinrn r. Cathell an
M. D. of Baltimore. If you are
interested would be pleased to
give you a free copy, as we have
a limited supply wbuld suggest





_ lir- and Mrs. I. 0. Walker, Miss
Grace' Everett, Mr. Arthur Everett
and Mr. Ben Mathis have returned
from Memphis Tenn.
Mr. M. L. Bryant has gone to the
cotutty to visit the family of Dr. H.
C. Hartly.
Ihre. N. Green, of Nobilt, IS
yjaitiag bee• daughter, Mr. W. V.
oft Abe Cochran flats.
M 7 Minnie Upshaw went •0
• • Tenn., yesterday a tsr
'visiting her sister, Mrs. Carl Faust.
Nr. • D. freillficKilmon, the archi-
freim Alabama for a
• week s stay.
'Mr. Ell Guthrie has returned from
New York. where he beaught spring
-DOA% atiatar14.
Miss Ina Kahn today goes to At-
• lanta, Ga., to spend the summer with
relatives.. • ,
'Alt: Charles Frederick and family
bays returned iT010 visiting in Prince.
ton. •
P. W. Roche, of MI. Vernon,
s ting Mfrs. Gus Tate.
r W. V. Eaton goes to
Smithland tomorrow to take deposi-
tions in the Cowper case that comes
up at Norfolk. Va.
Miss Louie Schauf, of Cairo, will
today arrive to visit relatives.
Mrs. Alfred Winfrey and daughter
have gone to Florida to visit.
M. Edward Rawls has returned
irom Chicago and St. Louis.
Mr. A. J. Decker is back front an
Eastern business trip.
Dr. C. T. Allen leaves in a few
days to 'visit in Clarksville, Tenn.
Mr. Sam Datrbey has gone to
Pec^'-ontas. Mn., to be absent sev-
eral -.reeks doing electrical work.
Mir. and Mrs. F. Shumaksr and
daughter of Ortenville, Minn., are
fisting Mrs, F. W. Katterjohn, of
South Eleventh street
M5s5 Lucile Lamb of Paris. Tenn..
Ian .arrive tomorrow to visit Mrs.
Joe Gardner.
Mrs. F. L Smith is visiting her
daughter. Mrs. R. L. Jewell, of
Geezer, Ky.
O. Walker, assistant /chief
s iigineci for the N.. C. & St. L. rail-
road, has gone to Chicago to attend






ance of Way association. His wife
accompanied him.
In connection With the best Foun-
tain service, Zach Hayes has added
oi
Candy
and will continue to keep up the rep-
utation our fountain has for magnifi-
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WI LL BE AR-
RANGED.
Officials and. Carline Believe This
Will Prevent Wholesale Abuse
of Priveege.
A plan of identification for the
children of t!ie public schools is to
be. .entered into when the street car
company re!..ones Their' practice of
letting the pspils .ride on half fare
tickets to ad from the public
schools. Ls evening at the cou.ncil
General Ma s John S. Bleecker,
of the car . informed the public
authorities lila: he and Superinten-
dent C. M. Lieb, of the public
schools, had a conference and it had
been agreed to some scheme for
identification of school children
would be entered into so as to pre-
vent any ablike of the half rate sys-
tem. Mr. Bleecker further on said
that the street railway committee of
the city boards had agreed to this,
and they would have something
effected right away in this respect.
The identification idea is that cards
shall be issued to every, school child
In- the teacher or superintendent,
-bowing the child's name, what
chool they attend, also give age and
snough data to show that the holder
of the card is an attendant of the
public schools and entitled to take
advantage of the half rate made by
the company to little ones. The
titipil will take this card to the street
ear office and present same, when
buying half rate checks, to show that
his claim to the privilege is bona fide
and that he or she is no importor
.
Then when the little one boards a
car he or she will show the identifica-
tion card to the conductor on giving
their half rate coupon for teansporta-
thee It will be arranged so that if
any child lends' th a party not at-
tending school, his or her identifica-
tion card, sad this is detected, the
card will be taken away and pupil
comPslkd to thereafter pay full fire
The idea of 'Messrs. Bleecker and
Lieb is that only during school hours,
say from 7 a, un. until 6 p. m. of
school bays, the half fare rate shall
be faken advantage of, while on
Saturday and Sunday the little ones
will doubtless have to pay full fare.
As regards the full project though
General Manager Bleecker said they
would work it out to a satisfactio
n
of everybady he thought. Hereto-
fore all children have ridden upon
the ?WI rate tickqets, but week be-
fore last the car line management
directed that hereafter no one .but
those .p • er twelve years of
age be sto do so Thi
s
brought the fr before the city
authorities who are now arranging
with Mr. Bleecker for all pupils,. no
matter of what age, but for only





Last Year's Experience Taught Him
No Chances Must Be -Taken in
This Respect.
. Superintendent Lieb, of the public
schools, yesterday stated that he
would today go to Benton to testify
in the Waitsr Holland killing charge,
he being summoned to give expert
teetimony as regards measurement
and mathematical features, and that
when he returned he would tomor-
row start out to investigate the
many reports in regarding scarlet
fever existing around over the city.
lie is doing this to safeguard the
schools and prevent the fever from
getting. into Alm
In this regard be yesterday said
that he had received reports from
numerous outside sources that the
fever existed here and there, but that
the physicians 'have not made any
official report in many instances, and
he would have to see for himself if
the fever 'actually prevailed in the
many quarters so as to adopt pre-
cautionary measures and kit4p it out
cif the schools.
Last year considerable trouble was
had in this respect, as the disease
broke out in several school rooms
and occasioned quite a deal of alarm
et the time and necessitated many
scholars beinfi. compelled to absent
themselves from the buildings. Ex-
perience having taught the superin-
tendent that lie cannot act any too
early under these conditions, he will
not take any chances hut take dras-
tic measures as regards the schools
in Particular.
At a number of plices•in the city
the fever exists and flags are out but
reports have come to the superin-
tendent that there are many other
cases, an in families out of which
other children attend school, so he
wants to make sure the matter be
wpm! investigation.
TAX RATE RAISED
(Continued From First Page.)
providing the latter dedicated to the
city sufficient of their adjoining prop-
erty and let the city pa yfor grading
ond graveling the alley but this is
refused.
The fire cominlee was directed to
have repairs made to the tire depart-
ment building roof and also the hose
wagon at South Side stationhouse.
President Charles Smith and Secre-
tary Lucien Durrett, of the .Butcher's
Association, put before the board a
letter stating certain people were kill-
ing cattle and putting the meat on
the market for sale without the meat
inspector.first haying an opportunity
of examining the cattle to see wheth-
er they are healthy. Meat Inspect-
or Warner and the board of health
were directed to investigate. this
claim and report back.
Sherrill-BRussell lumber Company
asked that there again be taken up
the ordinance that was•turned down,
and which provided that their mill
plant be exempted from city taxes
for five years, like accorded other
new industries. The ordinance com-
mittee was directed to take the mat-
ter up.
The Paducah Box awl iBasket fac-
tory put in a communication to the
council, stating that the factory peo-
ple understood that when the city ex-
empted • their plant fro mtaxes for
five years this carried with it ex-
emption from paying a city license
also. As to this though, they say the
beense inspector wants them to pay
a license, which they refuse. To
the city solicitor was referred their
request that the matter be looked
ieto.
The juriciary committee was or-
dered to look into the request of the
city solicitor that some means be
devised to properly look after the
city ordinances and other documents.
The recommendation of the board
of works and joint sereet committee
was concurred in. wherein it is sug-
gested that at cost of $11,o there be
laid underground a big sewer pipe
from Third and Harrison to the riv-
er front soo feet away, for purpose
of draining off the surface water ac-
cummulating about Third and Har-
rison.
The city solicitor was ordered to
ha.ve recorded in the county clerk's
office deeds whereiti private property
owners some years ago dedicated to
the city property sufficient to open
the alley entering behind the Central
fire department on North Fourth.
Drs. Brothers and Sights, of the
board of health, addressedatheiboard
asking that the boand of health be
'permitted to employ and discharge at
will the santiary inspectors, who now
are hired and dismissed by the city
legislative boards. After the talks of
these two gentlement an ordinance
granting their request was kirought
up but killed by a vote of .5, to 6.
General Manager Bleecker, of the
street car company, informed the
board that he ond Superintendent
,Lieb, of the public schools, were
getting up an identification -card for
use of school children when the lat-
ter want to dyad themselves of the
half fare rate granted scholars by
the' car line. By acquiensce he was
permitted to get up the card which
will be reported to the board for
adoption later.
An ordinance was ordered brought
in, providing that Fourteenth street
he graded and graveled from Har-
rison to Clay.
There was referred back to the or-
dinance committee the bill stipulating
that any pluMber or other could sim-
ply give bond to the city, whea the
public streets were excavated, in-
stead of putting up the cash, like at
present. exists, so the city can take
this money to repair the thorough-
fare, in case the private individual or
corporation does not replace tire
street or alkway in as good condi-
tion as existed before the excavation.
First adoption was given the bill,
stipulating that when forage or fuel
is to be bought from the city, adver-
tisements for bids from dealers shall
he inserted in the city papers and the
ftguve IkeeePt*d- -And- aoatract
awarded. The contract is not to be
for less than one month, or more
than three' months, white all fuel and
forage must be weighed over the city
pelling outside billposters coming
here to post up advertising inattee•
to pay a city license. The old li-
cense measure makes no provision
for this. " Final adoption was given
the resolution stating that in June
there will not be renewed the license
of any saloonkeeper who between
now and then violates any municipal
law. This is the last passage for
both boards and the resolution is now
binding. Councilmairl- Ochlschlaeger
was against the document 'on the
ground that druggists of the city sold
whiskey on Sunday, therefore the
saloonkeeper could not be dis crimi-
nated against.
Final adoption was given the ordi-
nance renewing the franchise • of
Oweq 'brothers to operate the ferry-
boat Bettie Owen out of this city., .
Final adoption was given theAIMI
exempting manufacturing industries
that loiate here from paying city
taxes for five rears; . .
Second passage was given the res4S-
lution ordering that all ordinaakes
brought before the full boards shoul&
come through hands a the ordinance
committee.
Last passage was given the reablu-
tion empowering the street car tine
to run its "trouble wagon" through!
the streets as rapidly as possible.'
/IThe water company watt rtq ed
to extend its water mains from , tth
and lone, down Fifth to too 'feet
b South of Caldwell street.
Chief James Woods of the fire de.
partment asked the council to c9po
firm the appointment of O. EveYfssue
as city eleetriian to ed W. 'J.
Gilaclorf, resigned, but the board re-
fused, until the fill committee had
made an investigati , ?IN ether ap-
plications for the post
There was confirme , ' deed
transferring to J. M. Pier
Grove burying foe
The clerk ails directed to
the aldermen at .their v4 Owlet
meetinti all ordinances' passed npod
by the council at the last precedin
g
session. In this manner they can be
quickly adopted. 
/
To the board of health was-ite-
ferred the complaint that a regaTar
pond of stagnated water exists at
Seventh and Harris streets.
A motion was made, directing t
he
city treasurer to April 1st begin 
col-
lecting penalties from people not
having paid their city license for 
this
year, but nothing /was done, on t
here
being brought uer the point that 
the
treasurer should have put this 
pen-
alty on February ist.
The ordinance committee was d
i-
rected to bring in a measure, 
which
officially adopts the tin sign that 
all
automobile owners will have to put
on their machines, for use as 
refer-
ence in 'ease of accidents.
The city engineer was asked 
to
survey the Washington school 
build-
ing praperty.on West Bro
adway, on
account of/ M. Kelly. who o
wns ad-





ground between his lot and the
school building. The survey will
show who really owns the strip.
W. c. Hoerber was substituted for
F. J. Bergdoll on the following
saloon licenses, J'. J. McAughan,
Frank D. Dodfus, Les Robertson,
-Gorge Andrecht, E. W. Berry,
George J. Wulff and James Lally.
To the board of works was re-
ferred the question of improving the
alley enterting beside the Ferguson-
Palmer mill on South Third between
Husbands and Caldwell streets.





Cincinnati  • • 31.4
Evansville 20.0
Florence. 9.0
Johnsonville . . . 5.0
Louisvile    10.3
Mt. Carmel ..... .• 114
NLahville  13-4
Pittsburg ..   5.3
Davis Island Dam   7.0
St. Louis 13.6
Mt. Vernon ...... -18.8





















The Ohio river continues rapidly
come tip several feet during the petit
* days and nights. Yesterday .t
was very blustery down on the water
tend the craftsmen had much trouble
in keeping their things going all
right.
The towboat Martha Henning has
gone to the Tennessee river after
ties.
Central Labor body is preparing
kfor a river excursion just as soon
'),as warm weather arrives.
' Thete got out of the Tennessee
river this morning the steamer
Clyde. Site . lays here until five
o'clock tomorrow afternoon before
skipping away on hex return trip that
way.
There sgkipps oat for Cairo at
eight o'clock this morning the
steamer Dick -Fowler. She comes
bask tonight about eleven o'clock.
The Joe Fowler 'went to Evans-
rink yesterday and comes back to-
in 0170111.
Today the John S. Hopkins comes
ir
freym Evansville and leaves im-
diately on her return that way.
FOR SALE-A good grocery
'bide Located in a good part of
the city. Reason for selling, change
of business. •
'Address, Box S. S. Paducah, Ky.
Master Thomas Newell yesterday
wens to McKenzie, Tenn., to
the MieTyere school.
Mrs. f . J. Newell Has gone to




The horemost sing e.r on the American
concert stage.
Mr. Bisghaan. will appear in song recital in Paducah
ant Ask him 4fhy he prefers
BUM PIANOSs /, .
is his artistic wor  Put to such severe
• has won battle aft f battle, until it has no
It is preferred byjrnott Agit class artists
 _ m
ake of piano, and Hoyt '.i.ecause of its
t: highest f Iiif --arTiey-ic ;ark.- -Sad by
scales.






FreJP. Watson & Bro.
Victor H. Thomas, Manager.
Phone 53-r zz BROADWAY.
WA NT 
•■••••IMm• /MM....a Om No 
FOR RENT-Furnished room.
1152 Jefferaon'St.
FOR RENT-Rooms for nice pe
o-
ple, at Seventh and Jefferson street".
FOR RENT-Front room, furnace
heat, 510 Washington St., Tetephease
183a.
FOR • RENT-Paducah Wagon
Works machinery, new and-completnr
Apply to L. S. DuBois.
FOR' RENT-Modern 8 roomed
house, all improvements, West glut.
Apply to I.. S. DuBois.
FOR RENT-Hottse at Third and
Jackson, next to drug store. Sewer-
age connectives. • Ap•ply ..D.
Yeiser.
LOST--Lady's gold closed fa to,
watch, with gold fob attached. Re-
turn to The Register and receive re-
ward. Lost either on St. Louis train
or inside city.
FOR SALE-At low prices, olin
large fire proof safe, typewriters.
desios,-"and other office furniture and
fixtures, by \Meals brothers _and com-








and their big company in the fun.






THE BIG FUN SUCCESS
Prices 25„ 25. 50, 75. and i.00. Seats
on sale Washiesilay.
•
Subessibe kw tie De!, Iteskter.















RADEwATElt 0A1 Lump 13c Bushel.
1- Nut... 12c Bushel.
PROMPT. DELIVERY. Both Tel'et p h n--e-s_ 47
Fit f West Kentucky Coal Co.
In
•
••
•
•
